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We present a measurement of time-dependent CP-violating asymmetries in neutral B meson decays collected
with the BABAR detector at the PEP-II asymmetric-energy e1e2 collider at the Stanford Linear Accelerator
Center. The data sample consists of 29.7 fb21 recorded at the Y(4S) resonance and 3.9 fb21 off resonance.
One of the neutral B mesons, which are produced in pairs at the Y(4S), is fully reconstructed in the CP decay
modes J/cKS
0
, c(2S)KS0, xc1KS0, J/cK*0 (K*0→KS0p0) and J/cKL0 , or in flavor-eigenstate modes involving
D (*)p/r/a1 and J/cK*0 (K*0→K1p2). The flavor of the other neutral B meson is tagged at the time of its
decay, mainly with the charge of identified leptons and kaons. A neural network tagging algorithm is used to
recover events without a clear lepton or kaon tag. The proper time elapsed between the decays is determined
by measuring the distance between the decay vertices. Wrong-tag probabilities, the time-difference resolution
function, and the B0-B¯ 0 oscillation frequency Dmd are measured with a sample of about 6350 fully-
reconstructed B0 decays in hadronic flavor-eigenstate modes. A maximum-likelihood fit to this flavor eigenstate
sample finds Dmd50.51660.016(stat)60.010(syst) ps21. The value of the asymmetry amplitude sin 2b is
determined from a simultaneous maximum-likelihood fit to the time-difference distribution of the flavor-
eigenstate sample and about 642 tagged B0 decays in the CP-eigenstate modes. We find sin 2b50.59
60.14(stat)60.05(syst), demonstrating that CP violation exists in the neutral B meson system. We also
determine the value of the CP violation parameter ulu50.9360.09(stat)60.03(syst), which is consistent with
the expectation of ulu51 for no direct CP violation.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.66.032003 PACS number~s!: 13.25.Hw, 11.30.Er, 12.15.Hh
I. INTRODUCTION
CP violation has been a central concern of particle phys-
ics since its discovery in 1964 @1#. Interest was heightened
by Sakharov’s observation @2# in 1967 that without CP vio-
lation, a universe that began as matter-antimatter symmetric
could not have evolved into the asymmetric one we now see.
An elegant explanation of the CP-violating effects in KL
0
decays is provided by the CP-violating phase of the three-
generation Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa ~CKM! quark-
mixing matrix @3#. However, existing studies of CP violation
in neutral kaon decays and the resulting experimental con-
*Also with Universita` di Perugia, Perugia, Italy.
†Also with Universita` della Basilicata, Potenza, Italy.
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straints on the parameters of the CKM matrix @4# do not
provide a stringent test of whether the CKM phase describes
CP violation @5#. Moreover, the standard model does not,
through the CKM phase, incorporate enough CP violation to
explain the current matter-antimatter asymmetry @6#. Under-
standing CP violation thus remains a pressing challenge.
An excellent testing ground for CP violation is provided
by B mesons through particle-antiparticle mixing. A particle
that is purely B0 at time t50 will oscillate between that state
and B¯ 0 with a frequency Dmd , the difference between the
masses of the two neutral B mass eigenstates. If decays to a
CP eigenstate f are observed, any difference between the
rates when starting with a B0 or with a B¯ 0 is a manifestation
of CP violation. In some circumstances, including those in
the experiment described here, the fundamental parameters
of CP violation in the CKM model can be measured from
such time-dependent rate asymmetries, unobscured by strong
interactions. For example, a state initially produced as a
B0 (B¯ 0) can decay to J/cKS0 directly or can oscillate into a
B¯ 0 (B0) and then decay to J/cKS0. With little theoretical
uncertainty in the standard model, the phase difference
between these amplitudes is equal to twice the angle
b5arg@2VcdVcb* /VtdVtb*# of the unitarity triangle. The CP-
violating asymmetry can thus provide a crucial test of the
standard model.
The unitarity of the three-generation CKM matrix can be
expressed in geometric form by six triangles of equal area in
the complex plane. A nonzero area @7# directly implies the
existence of a CP-violating CKM phase. The most experi-
mentally accessible of the unitarity relations, involving the
two smallest elements of the CKM matrix, Vub and Vtd , has
come to be known as the unitarity triangle. Because the
lengths of the sides of the unitarity triangle are comparable,
the angles can be large, leading to potentially large CP-
violating asymmetries from relative phases between CKM
matrix elements.
In e1e2 storage rings operating at the Y(4S) resonance,
a B0B¯ 0 pair produced in an Y(4S) decay evolves in a co-
herent P-wave state. If one of the B mesons, referred to as
B tag , can be ascertained to decay to a state of known flavor,
i.e., B0 or B¯ 0, at a certain time t tag , the other B, referred to as
B rec , at that time must be of the opposite flavor as a conse-
quence of Bose symmetry. Consequently, the oscillatory
probabilities for observing B0B¯ 0, B0B0 and B¯ 0B¯ 0 pairs pro-
duced in Y(4S) decays are a function of Dt5t rec2t tag , al-
lowing mixing frequencies and CP asymmetries to be deter-
mined if Dt is known. The charges of identified leptons and
kaons are the primary indicators of the flavor of the tagging
B, but other particles also carry flavor information that can
be exploited with a neural network algorithm. The recon-
structed neutral B is found either in a flavor eigenstate
(B rec5Bflav) or a CP mode (B rec5BCP) by full reconstruc-
tion of its observed long-lived daughters.
At the SLAC PEP-II asymmetric e1e2 collider @8#, reso-
nant production of the Y(4S) provides a copious source of
B0B¯ 0 pairs moving along the beam axis ~z direction! with an
average Lorentz boost of ^bg&50.55. Therefore, the proper
decay-time difference Dt is, to an excellent approximation,
proportional to the distance Dz between the two B0-decay
vertices along the axis of the boost, Dt’Dz/c^bg&. The
average separation between the two B decay vertices is Dz
5^bg&ctB5260 mm, while the rms Dz resolution of the
detector is about 180 mm.
A. Measurement of B0 flavor oscillations
The phenomenon of particle-antiparticle mixing in the
neutral B meson system was first observed almost fifteen
years ago @9,10#. The oscillation frequency in B0-B¯ 0 mixing
has been extensively studied with both time-integrated and
time-dependent techniques @11#. By interchanging bd¯ with
b¯d , B0-B¯ 0 mixing changes the additive bottom quantum
number by two units, i.e., uDBu52. In the standard model,
such a process is the result of ordinary uDBu51 weak inter-
actions in second order involving the exchange of virtual
charge-2/3 quarks, with the top quark contributing the domi-
nant amplitude. A measurement of Dmd is therefore sensitive
to the value of the CKM matrix element Vtd . At present the
sensitivity to Vtd is not limited by experimental precision on
Dmd , but by theoretical uncertainties in the calculation, in
particular the quantity f B2 BB , where f B is the B0 decay con-
stant, and BB is the so-called bag factor, representing the
DB52 strong-interaction matrix element. There may also be
contributions from interactions outside the standard model.
Beyond these questions of fundamental interest, since the
measurement of Dmd incorporates all elements of the analy-
sis for time-dependent CP asymmetries, including B recon-
struction, tagging, and Dt determination and resolution, it is
an essential test of our understanding of these aspects of the
sin 2b measurement.
For the measurement of Dmd , one neutral B (Bflav) is
fully reconstructed in a flavor eigenstate @12# as
D (*)2p1/r1/a1
1 or J/cK*0 (K*0→K1p2), while the sec-
ond is tagged by its decay products. For the neutral B system
produced on the Y(4S), the probability for obtaining a
mixed, B0B0 or B¯ 0B¯ 0, or unmixed, B0B¯ 0, final state is a
function of Dmd and the proper time difference Dt between
the two B decays:
Prob~B0B¯ 0→B0B0 or B¯ 0B¯ 0!
5
G
4 e
2GuDtu~12cos DmdDt ! ~1!
Prob~B0B¯ 0→B0B¯ 0!
5
G
4 e
2GuDtu~11cos DmdDt !, ~2!
where tB051/G is the B0 lifetime. The final state can be
classified as mixed or unmixed depending on whether the
reconstructed flavor-eigenstate B rec5Bflav has the same or
the opposite flavor as the tagging B5B tag . If the Dt resolu-
tion and flavor tagging were perfect, the asymmetry as a
function of Dt ,
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Amixing~Dt !5
Nunmix~Dt !2Nmix~Dt !
Nunmix~Dt !1Nmix~Dt !
, ~3!
would describe a cosine function with unit amplitude. The
asymmetry goes through zero near 2.1 B0 proper lifetimes
and the sensitivity to Dmd , which is proportional to
Dt2e2GuDtu sin2 DmdDt, reaches a maximum in this region. If
the tagging algorithm incorrectly identifies the tag with a
probability w, the amplitude of the oscillation is reduced by a
dilution factor D5(122w). When more than one type of
flavor tag is used, each has its own mistag rate wi .
Neglecting any background contributions, the probability
density functions ~PDFs! for the mixed ~2! and unmixed ~1!
events, H6 , can be expressed as the convolution of the un-
derlying oscillatory physics distribution
h6~Dt;G ,Dmd ,w !5
G
4 e
2GuDtu@16D cos DmdDt# ~4!
with a time-difference resolution function R(d t5Dt
2Dt true ; aˆ) to give
H6~Dt;G ,Dmd ,w , aˆ !
5h6~Dt true ;G ,Dmd ,w ! ^ R~d t ; aˆ !, ~5!
where Dt and Dt true are the measured and the true time dif-
ferences, and aˆ are parameters of the resolution function.
Figure 1 illustrates the impact of typical mistag and Dt reso-
lution effects on the Dt distributions for mixed and unmixed
events.
A full likelihood function is then constructed by summing
H6 over all mixed and unmixed events in a given uniquely-
assigned tagging category i and over all tagging categories
ln Lmix5 (
i
tagging F (
unmixed
ln H1~Dt;G ,Dmd ,wi , aˆ i!
1 (
mixed
ln H2~Dt;G ,Dmd ,wi , aˆ i!G . ~6!
This can be maximized to extract the mistag fractions wi and
resolution parameters aˆ i and, simultaneously, the mixing rate
Dmd . The correlation between wi and Dmd is small because
the rate of mixed events near Dt50, where the B0-B¯ 0 mix-
ing probability is small, is principally governed by the
mistag rate. Conversely, the sensitivity to Dmd increases at
larger values of Dt; when Dt is approximately twice the B
lifetime, half of the neutral B mesons will have oscillated.
B. Measurement of CP asymmetries
For the measurement of CP asymmetries, one B (BCP) is
fully reconstructed in a CP eigenstate with eigenvalue hCP
521 @J/cKS
0
, c(2S)KS0, or xc1KS0# or 11 (J/cKL0), while
the second is tagged with its decay products just as for the
mixing measurement. The BCP sample is further enlarged by
including the mode J/cK*0 (K*0→KS0p0). However, due
to the presence of even (L50,2) and odd (L51) orbital
angular momenta in the J/cK*0 system, there are hCP
511 and 21 contributions to its decay rate, respectively.
When the angular information in the decay is ignored, the
measured CP asymmetry in J/cK*0 is reduced by a dilution
factor D’5122R’ , where R’ is the fraction of the L51
component. We have measured R’50.16060.03260.014
@13# which, after acceptance corrections, leads to an effective
hCP510.6560.07 for the J/cK*0 mode.
The expected time evolution for the tagged BCP sample
depends both on B0-B¯ 0 mixing and on the decay amplitudes
of B0 and B¯ 0 to the final state f through a single complex
parameter l. Mixing generates a lifetime difference as well
as a mass difference between the two neutral B meson mass
eigenstates, but the lifetime difference is expected to be
small since it is a consequence of common final states in B0
and B¯ 0 decays. Such common states, which include the CP
eigenstates studied here, make up a very small fraction of the
decay width. Dropping these, and thus ignoring any lifetime
difference, results in a simple expression for l in terms of the
uDB51u and uDB52u interactions,
l52
u^B0uHDB52uB¯ 0&u
^B0uHDB52uB¯ 0&
^ f uHDB51uB¯ 0&
^ f uHDB51uB0&
. ~7!
Redefining the states for B0 and B¯ 0 by multiplying them by
two different phases has no effect on l, which is thus phase-
convention independent, as every physical observable must
be. The decay distributions are
f 6~Dt !5
G
4 e
2GuDtuH 16DF 2 Im l11ulu2 sin DmdDt
2
12ulu2
11ulu2 cos DmdDtG J , ~8!
where the 1 or 2 sign indicates whether the B tag is tagged as
a B0 or a B¯ 0, respectively. The dilution factor D5122w
accounts for the probability w that the flavor of the tagging B
is identified incorrectly.
The distributions are much simpler when ulu51, which is
the expectation of the standard model for decays like B0
FIG. 1. Expected Dt distribution for mixed and unmixed events
~a! with perfect tagging and Dt resolution, and ~b! with typical
mistag rates and Dt resolution.
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→J/cKS0. If all the mechanisms that contribute to the decay
have the same weak phase then the ratio of the weak decay
amplitudes in Eq. ~7! is just hCPe2ifdec, where fdec is the
weak phase for B¯ 0→ f ; fdec is convention dependent and
unobservable. The remaining factor introduces a phase due
to B0-B¯ 0 mixing. The combination of these phases is con-
vention independent and observable.
For decays such as B0→J/cKS0, or more generally
(cc¯)KS0 and (cc¯)KL0 , an explicit representation for l can be
found from the ratio of the amplitude for B¯ 0→(cc¯)K¯ 0 to the
interfering process B¯ 0→B0→(cc¯)K0→(cc¯)K¯ 0. The decay
B0→(cc¯)K0 involves a b¯→ c¯c s¯ transition with an amplitude
proportional to @Vcb* Vcs# , while B¯ 0→(cc¯)K¯ 0 provides analo-
gously a factor hCP@VcbVcs* # . Because B¯ 0→B0 mixing is
dominated by the loop diagram with a t quark, it introduces a
factor @Vtd* Vtb /VtdVtb* # , while K0→K¯ 0 mixing, being domi-
nated by the c-quark loop, adds a factor @VcdVcs* /Vcd* Vcs# .
Altogether, for transitions of the type b→cc¯s ,
l5hCPS VtdVtb*Vtd* VtbD S VcbVcs*Vcb* VcsD S Vcd* VcsVcdVcs* D
5hCPS VcbVcd*VtbVtd* D S Vtb* VtdVcb* VcdD
5hCPe
22ib
. ~9!
The time-dependent rate for decay of the BCP final state is
then given by
f 6~Dt;G ,Dmd ,w ,sin 2b!
5
G
4 e
2GuDtu@17hCPD sin 2b sin DmdDt# .
~10!
In the limit of perfect determination of the flavor of the fully
reconstructed B in the Bflav sample, which we assume
throughout, the dilution here and in the mixed and unmixed
amplitudes of Eq. ~4! arises solely from the B tag side, allow-
ing the values of the mistag fractions wi to be determined by
studying the time-dependent rate of B0-B¯ 0 oscillations.
To account for the finite resolution of the detector, the
time-dependent distributions f 6 for B0 and B¯ 0 tagged events
@Eq. ~10!# must be convolved with a time resolution function
R(d t5Dt2Dt true ; aˆ) as described above for mixing,
F6~Dt;G ,Dmd ,w ,sin 2b , aˆ !
5 f 6~Dt true ;G ,Dmd ,w ,sin 2b! ^ R~d t ; aˆ !,
~11!
where aˆ represents the set of parameters that describe the
resolution function. In practice, events are separated into the
same tagging categories as in mixing, each of which has a
different mistag fraction wi , determined individually for
each category. Figure 2 illustrates the impact of typical
mistag and Dt resolution effects on the Dt distributions for
B0- and B¯ 0-tagged CP events.
It is possible to construct a CP-violating observable
ACP~Dt !5
F1~Dt !2F2~Dt !
F1~Dt !1F2~Dt ! , ~12!
which, neglecting resolution effects, is proportional to
sin 2b:
ACP~Dt !}2hCPD sin 2b sin DmdDt . ~13!
Since no time-integrated CP asymmetry effect is expected,
an analysis of the time-dependent asymmetry is necessary.
The interference between the two amplitudes, and hence the
CP asymmetry, is maximal after approximately 2.1 B0
proper lifetimes, when the mixing asymmetry goes through
zero. However, the maximum sensitivity to sin 2b, which is
proportional to e2GuDtusin2 DmdDt, occurs in the region of 1.4
lifetimes.
The value of the free parameter sin 2b can be extracted
with the tagged BCP sample by maximizing the likelihood
function
ln LCP5 (
i
tagging F (
B0 tag
ln F1~Dt;G ,Dmd , aˆ ,wi ,sin 2b!
1 (
B¯ 0 tag
ln F2~Dt;G ,Dmd , aˆ ,wi ,sin 2b!G , ~14!
where the outer summation is over tagging categories i and
the inner summations are over the B0 and B¯ 0 tags within a
given uniquely-assigned tagging category. In practice, the fit
for sin 2b is performed on the combined flavor-eigenstate
and CP samples with a likelihood constructed from the sum
of Eqs. ~6! and ~14!, in order to determine sin 2b, the mistag
fraction wi for each tagging category, and the vertex resolu-
tion parameters aˆ i . Additional terms are included in the like-
lihood to account for backgrounds and their time depen-
dence.
FIG. 2. Expected Dt distribution for B0- and B¯ 0-tagged CP
events ~a! with perfect tagging and Dt resolution, and ~b! with
typical mistag rates and Dt resolution.
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The mistag rates can also be extracted with a time-
integrated analysis as a cross-check. Neglecting possible
background contributions and assuming the flavor of Bflav is
correctly identified, the observed time-integrated fraction of
mixed events xobs can be expressed as a function of the
B0-B¯ 0 mixing probability xd :
xobs5xd1~122xd!w , ~15!
where xd5 12 xd
2/(11xd2)50.17460.009 @11# and xd
5Dmd /G . Taking advantage of the available decay time in-
formation, the statistical precision on w can be improved by
selecting only events that fall into an optimized time interval
uDtu,t0 , where t0 is chosen so that the integrated number of
mixed and unmixed events are equal outside this range. With
the use of such an optimized Dt interval the time-integrated
method achieves nearly the same statistical precision for the
mistag rates as a full time-dependent likelihood fit.
C. Overview of the analysis
This article provides a detailed description of our pub-
lished measurement of flavor oscillations @15# and CP-
violating asymmetry @16# in the neutral B meson system.
These measurements have six main components:
~1! Selection of the BCP sample of signal events for neu-
tral B decays to CP modes J/cKS
0
, c(2S)KS0, xc1KS0,
J/cK*0 (K*0→KS0p0), and J/cKL0 ; selection of the Bflav
sample of signal events for neutral flavor-eigenstate decays
to D (*)2p1/r1/a1
1 and J/cK*0 (K*0→K1p2); selection
of the B1 control sample in the modes D¯ (*)0p1, J/cK (*)1,
c(2S)K1, xc1K1; and selection of a semileptonic neutral B
sample in the mode D*1l2n¯ , as described in Sec. III.
~2! Determination of the flavor of the B tag , as described in
Sec. IV.
~3! Measurement of the distance Dz between the two B0
decay vertices along the Y(4S) boost axis, and its conver-
sion to Dt , as described in Sec. V.
~4! Construction of a log-likelihood function to describe
the time evolution of signal and background events in the
presence of mixing and CP asymmetries, as described in Sec.
VI.
~5! Measurement of the mixing rate Dmd , mistag frac-
tions wi , and vertex resolution parameters aˆ i for the differ-
ent tagging categories i, with an unbinned maximum-
likelihood fit to the Bflav sample, as described in Sec. VII.
~6! Extraction of a value of sin 2b, or more generally
Im l/ulu and ulu, from the amplitude of the CP asymmetry,
the mistag fractions wi , and the vertex resolution parameters
aˆ i for the different tagging categories i, with an unbinned
maximum-likelihood fit to the combined Bflav and BCP
samples, as described in Sec. VIII.
Whenever possible, we determine time and mass resolu-
tions, efficiencies and mistag fractions from the data. The
measurement of Dmd is performed with a slightly reduced
subset of the full Bflav sample, which is optimized for such a
precision measurement. The BCP sample is not included,
since this would add additional assumptions about the reso-
lution function without significantly improving the precision
of Dmd . The measurement of sin 2b is performed with the
full Bflav and BCP samples, with a fixed value for Dmd and
the B0 lifetime. This strategy allows us to account correctly
for the small correlations among the mistag rates, Dt resolu-
tions parameters, and sin 2b. The same Bflav sample and ver-
tex separation techniques have been used to determine pre-
cision values for the charged and neutral B lifetimes @17#.
II. THE BABAR DETECTOR AND DATA SETS
The data used in this analysis were recorded with the
BABAR detector @18# at the PEP-II collider @8# in the period
October 1999–June 2001. The total integrated luminosity of
the data set is equivalent to 29.7 fb21 collected near the
Y(4S) resonance and 3.9 fb21 collected 40 MeV below the
Y(4S) resonance ~off-resonance data!. The corresponding
number of produced BB¯ pairs is estimated to be about 32
million. The Y(4S) sample is sometimes divided into two
subsamples for comparison purposes: data recorded in 1999–
2000, about 20.7 fb21 and referred to as ‘‘run 1,’’ and data
recorded in 2001, about 9.0 fb21 and referred to as ‘‘run 2.’’
These subsamples differ primarily in the quality of the track-
ing system alignment and on the track-finding efficiency. The
former requires a separate treatment of the Dt resolution for
the two periods, as discussed in Sec. V F, while the latter
results in substantially improved yields in run 2 for recon-
structed B mesons.
A. The BABAR detector
The BABAR detector is a charged and neutral spectrom-
eter with large solid-angle coverage. For this analysis, the
most important detector capabilities include charged-particle
tracking, vertex reconstruction, and particle identification.
Charged particles are detected and their momenta measured
by a combination of a 40-layer, small-celled drift chamber
~DCH! filled with a 80:20 helium:isobutane gas mixture, and
a five-layer silicon vertex tracker ~SVT!, consisting of 340
ac-coupled double-sided silicon microstrip sensors. The cells
of the DCH are organized into 10 superlayers within which
the sense wires all have the same orientation, thereby allow-
ing segment-based tracking. Both the DCH and the SVT lie
inside a 1.5-T solenoidal magnetic field. Beyond the outer
radius of the DCH is a detector of internally reflected Cher-
enkov radiation ~DIRC!, which is used primarily for
charged-hadron identification. The device consists of 144
fused silica quartz bars in which relativistic charged particles
above the Cherenkov threshold radiate photons while tra-
versing the material. The light is transported by total internal
reflection down the length of the bars to an array of 10752
photomultiplier tubes mounted on the rear of the detector,
where the opening angle of the Cherenkov ring is measured.
A finely segmented electromagnetic calorimeter ~EMC!, con-
sisting of 6580 CsI~T1! crystals, is used to detect photons
and neutral hadrons, and also to identify electrons. The EMC
is surrounded by a thin cylindrical superconducting coil and
a segmented iron flux return, organized into a hexagonal bar-
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rel and two endcaps. The instrumented flux return ~IFR! con-
sists of multiple layers of resistive plate chambers ~RPCs!
interleaved with the flux-return iron and is used in the iden-
tification of muons and neutral hadrons.
B. Charged particle reconstruction
Charged track finding starts with pattern recognition in
the DCH, based on three different algorithms. The first uses
the same fast algorithm employed by the level-3 trigger for
finding and linking superlayer-based track segments from
moderate-to-high pT tracks originating from the interaction
point. Two subsequent track finders then work on superlayer
segments not already attached to a reconstructed track. They
are designed to find tracks with lower pT , passing through
fewer than the full ten superlayers of the chamber, or origi-
nating away from the interaction point. At the end of this
process, all tracks are refit with a Kalman-filter fitter @19#
that takes into account the detailed distribution of material in
the detector and the nonuniformities in the detector magnetic
field. These tracks are then projected into the SVT, and
silicon-strip hits are added if they are consistent within the
extrapolation errors through the intervening material and
field. A search is performed for tracks that are reconstructed
with the remaining unused silicon clusters, again with two
different algorithms. At the end of the SVT-only track find-
ing, an attempt is made to match SVT- and DCH-only track
segments, which may result when a hard scatter occurs in the
support tube material between the two devices.
Charged-particle transverse momenta pT are deter-
mined with a resolution parametrized by s(pT)/pT
50.0013(pT /GeV/c)10.0045. The SVT, with typical
single-hit resolution of 10 mm, provides vertex information
in both the transverse plane and in z, as well as the decay
angles at the interaction point. Decay vertices for B meson
candidates are typically reconstructed with a resolution of 50
mm in z for fully reconstructed modes and about 100 to 150
mm for the vertex of the ~unreconstructed! tagging B meson
in the event. The efficiency for finding tracks in hadronic
events that traverse the full DCH radius (pT.200 MeV/c) is
about 90% for run 1 and 95% for run 2.
C. Neutral reconstruction
EMC clusters are formed around initial seed crystals con-
taining at least 10 MeV of deposited energy. Neighboring
crystals are added to the cluster if their energy exceeds 1
MeV. If the newly added crystal has energy greater than 3
MeV, its contiguous neighbors ~including corners! are also
considered for inclusion in the cluster. In order to identify
cases where several showers are in close proximity, such as
unresolved photons from high-energy p0 decays, local
maxima within a cluster are identified. These local maxima
are defined as candidate crystals that have an energy exceed-
ing each of its neighbors by a fraction that depends on the
number of crystals in the local neighborhood. Clusters are
then divided into as many ‘‘bumps’’ as there are local
maxima. The division is based on a two-dimensional weight-
ing scheme that assumes electromagnetic shower shapes to
divide up the cluster energy. The position of each bump is
calculated with a logarithmic weighting of crystal energies.
We determine whether a bump is associated with a
charged or neutral particle by projecting all tracks in the
event to the inner face of the calorimeter. A bump is deter-
mined to be neutral, and therefore a photon candidate, if no
track intersects any of its crystals. A track intersection is
determined by computing the two-dimensional distance on
the face of the calorimeter from the projected track impact
point to the bump centroid. A requirement is made on the
difference between the measured intersection distance and
the Monte Carlo expectation for different particle species
based on the measured track parameters.
The energy resolution in the EMC is measured directly
with a radioactive source at low energy under ideal low-
background conditions and with electrons from Bhabha scat-
tering at high energy, from which we determine s(E)/E
5(5.060.8)% at 6.13 MeV and (1.960.07)% at 7.5 GeV.
The energy resolution can also be extracted from the ob-
served mass resolutions for p0 and h decays to two photons,
which are measured to be around 7 MeV and 16 MeV, re-
spectively. A fit to the observed resolutions obtained from the
p0, h, and Bhabha samples gives a photon energy resolution
parametrized by s(E)/E50.023(E/GeV)21/4% 0.019.
D. Particle identification
Identification of electrons, muons and kaons is an essen-
tial ingredient in both B reconstruction and flavor tagging.
Particle species can be distinguished by measurements of the
specific energy loss (dE/dx) in the SVT layers and in the
DCH gas along the particle trajectory, the number of Cher-
enkov photons and the Cherenkov angle in the DIRC, the
electromagnetic shower energy in the EMC, and the particle
penetration length in the IFR. Selection criteria are based on
these quantities, on likelihood ratios derived from them, or
on neural network algorithms combining different detector
likelihoods. Typically, looser selection criteria are applied for
B reconstruction than for B-flavor tagging. Efficiencies and
particle misidentification probabilities are determined from
data control samples with similar characteristics.
1. Electron identification
Electron candidates are identified primarily by the ratio of
the bump energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter to the
track momentum, E/p . They also must have a measured
mean dE/dx in the DCH that is consistent with the electron
hypothesis. In addition, for some applications, the lateral and
azimuthal shape of the EMC shower @20,21# and the consis-
tency of the observed and expected Cherenkov angle in the
DIRC are used for identification. Four different categories of
electron candidates ~VeryLoose, Loose, Tight, and
VeryTight! are defined with the criteria listed in Table I.
Candidates that are not matched to an EMC bump are re-
tained as noCal electron candidates if their measured
dE/dx satisfies the same requirements as the VeryTight
selection. Electron identification efficiencies in the momen-
tum range 0.5,p,3.0 GeV/c vary between 88% and 98%
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for the criteria in Table I, while the pion misidentification
rates are below 0.3% for the VeryTight selection.
2. Muon identification
Muon candidates are primarily identified by the measured
number of hadronic interaction lengths nl traversed from the
outside radius of the DCH through the IFR iron, and the
difference Dnl between nl and the predicted penetration
depth for a muon of the same momentum and angle. Con-
tamination from hadronic showers is rejected by a combina-
tion of the average number n¯hits and the variance snhits of
hits per RPC layer, the x2 for the geometric match between
the track extrapolation into the IFR and the RPC hits, x trk
2
,
and the x2 of a polynomial fit to the RPC hits, x f it
2
. In addi-
tion, for those muons within the acceptance of the EMC, we
require the calorimeter bump energy E to be consistent with
a minimum ionizing particle. Four different categories of
muon candidates ~VeryLoose, Loose, Tight, and
VeryTight! are selected with the criteria listed in Table II.
In the forward region, which suffers from some machine
background, additional requirements are made on the frac-
tion of RPC layers with hits. Muon identification efficiencies
in the momentum range 1.1,p,3.0 GeV/c vary between
60% to 92% for the criteria in Table II, while pion misiden-
tification rates are about 3% for the Tight selection.
3. Kaon identification
Kaons are distinguished from pions and protons on the
basis of specific energy-loss measurements dE/dx in SVT
and DCH and the number of Cherenkov photons and the
Cherenkov angle in the DIRC. The difference between the
measured truncated-mean dE/dx in the DCH and the ex-
pected mean for the pion, kaon and proton hypothesis, with
typical resolution of 7.5%, is used to compute likelihoods
Lp , LK and Lp assuming Gaussian distributions. Similarly,
the difference between the measured 60% truncated-mean
dE/dx in the SVT and the expected dE/dx is described by
an asymmetric Gaussian distribution. For minimum-ionizing
particles the resolution on the SVT truncated mean is about
14%. In the DIRC, a likelihood is obtained for each particle
hypothesis from the product of two components: the ex-
pected number of Cherenkov photons, with a Poisson distri-
bution, and the difference between the measured average
Cherenkov angle to the expected angle for a given mass hy-
pothesis, assuming a Gaussian distribution.
For B-flavor tagging the likelihood variables from SVT,
DCH and DIRC are combined as inputs to a neural network
whose output is a single discriminating variable for kaon
selection. The network is trained with Monte Carlo simula-
tion of generic B decays. The average efficiency of the se-
lection is about 85% for a pion-misidentification probability
of about 2.5%. Further details are described in Sec. IV B.
The exclusive reconstruction of many B meson final states
does not generally require explicit kaon identification. For
some channels a VeryLoose kaon selection based on like-
lihood ratios is imposed to reduce backgrounds to acceptable
levels. The combined likelihood uses the individual likeli-
hoods from SVT and DCH for momenta below 0.5 GeV/c ,
from DCH only for momenta between 0.5 and 0.6 GeV/c ,
and from DIRC only for momenta above 0.6 GeV/c . Kaon
candidates are rejected if the likelihood ratios satisfy
LK /Lp,r and LK /Lp,r , where r50.1 for p,0.5 GeV/c
and r51 for p>0.5 GeV/c . Tracks with no particle infor-
mation are assumed to be kaons. This VeryLoose kaon
requirement has a nearly constant kaon-identification effi-
ciency of about 96% and a pion-misidentification probability
of at most 15% for tracks in the transverse momentum range
1 to 2.5 GeV/c . Tighter kaon selections require LK /Lp.r ,
with r typically greater than one. For a loose pion selection,
candidates are rejected if they satisfy tighter kaon or lepton
criteria.
TABLE I. Criteria used for selecting the available categories of electron candidates. The difference
between the measured mean dE/dx and the expectation for an electron is required to lie within the interval
specified in terms of the expected dE/dx resolution s.
Category dE/dx E/p Cumulative additional requirements
VeryLoose @23s, 7s# .0.50
Loose @23s, 7s# .0.65
Tight @23s, 7s# @0.75, 1.3# Lateral shower shape
VeryTight @22.2s, 4s# @0.89, 1.2# Azimuthal shower shape; consistency
of DIRC Cherenkov angle ~3s!
TABLE II. Criteria used for selecting available categories of muon candidates.
Category nl Dnl n¯hits snhits x trk
2 /nlayers x f it
2 /nlayers EEMC @GeV#
VeryLoose .2.0 ,2.5 ,10 ,6 ,0.5
Loose .2.0 ,2.0 ,10 ,6 ,7 ,4 ,0.5
Tight .2.2 ,1.0 ,8 ,4 ,5 ,3 @0.05, 0.4#
VeryTight .2.2 ,0.8 ,8 ,4 ,5 ,3 @0.05, 0.4#
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III. RECONSTRUCTION OF B MESONS
Neutral B mesons in flavor eigenstates are reconstructed
in the hadronic final states B0→D (*)2p1, D (*)2r1,
D (*)2a1
1
, and J/cK*0(K1p2), and the semileptonic decay
mode B0→D*2l1n . The CP sample is reconstructed in the
channels B0→J/cKS0, c(2S)KS0, xc1KS0, J/cK*0 (K*0
→KS0p0) and J/cKL0 . In some cases, control samples of
charged B decays are studied, where the hadronic final states
B1→D¯ (*)0p1, J/cK (*)1, c(2S)K1 and xc1K1 are used.
All final-state particles, with the exception of the neutrino in
the semileptonic decay, are reconstructed. A number of D¯ 0
and D2 decay modes are used to achieve reasonable recon-
struction efficiency despite the typically small branching
fractions for any given B or D decay channel. A summary of
the various reconstructed B samples and purities is provided
in Table III. In the following, kinematic quantities and selec-
tion criteria are given in the laboratory frame, unless other-
wise specified.
A. Event selection
Multihadron events are selected by demanding a mini-
mum of three reconstructed charged tracks in the polar angle
range 0.41,u lab,2.54 rad. Charged tracks must be recon-
structed in the DCH and are required to originate within
1.5 cm in xy and 10 cm in z of the nominal beam spot. A
primary vertex is formed on an event-by-event basis from a
vertex fit to all charged tracks in the fiducial volume. Tracks
with a large x2 contribution to the vertex fit are removed
until an overall x2 probability greater than 1% is obtained or
only two tracks remain. The resolution achieved by this
method is about 70 mm in x and y for hadronic events.
Events are required to have a primary vertex within 0.5 cm
of the average position of the interaction point in the plane
transverse to the beamline, and 6 cm longitudinally. Electro-
magnetic bumps in the calorimeter in the polar angle range
0.410,u lab,2.409 rad that are not associated with charged
tracks, have an energy greater than 30 MeV, and a shower
shape consistent with a photon interaction are taken as neu-
trals. A total energy greater than 4.5 GeV in the fiducial
regions for charged tracks and neutrals is required. To reduce
continuum background, we require the normalized second
Fox-Wolfram moment @22# R2 of the event, calculated with
both charged tracks and neutrals, to be less than 0.5 ~0.45! in
hadronic ~semileptonic! decay modes. The lth Fox-Wolfram
TABLE III. Signal yields for the different samples used in this analysis, before any tagging or tagging
vertex requirements. The signal size and purity for B decays to hadronic final states are obtained from a fit to
the mES distribution described in Sec. III C, after selection on DE . Purities are quoted for mES
.5.27 MeV/c2. The results for J/cKL0 are obtained from a fit to the DE distribution described in Sec. III D.
The purity for J/cKL
0 is quoted for events with DE,10 MeV. The results for D*2l1n are obtained from a
fit to the cos uB2D*l distribution described in Sec. III E. Purity is quoted for 21.1,cos uB2D*l,1.1.
Sample Final state Signal
Purity
~%!
BCP J/cKS
0 (KS0→p1p2) 461622 99
J/cKS
0 (KS0→p0p0) 113612 93
c(2S)KS0 86617 96
xc1KS
0 4468 98
J/cK*0 (K*0→KS0p0) 64610 74
J/cKL
0 257624 60
Total 1025641 83
Bflav D*2p1 2380657 92
D*2r1 1438652 84
D*2a1
1 1146645 80
D2p1 2685665 83
D2r1 1421657 74
D2a1
1 845644 67
J/cK*0 (K*0→K1p2) 1013636 95
Total 109416133 83
B1 D¯ 0p1 68506102 83
D¯ *0p1 1708651 91
J/vK1 1921646 97
c(2S)K1 292618 98
xc1K1 195629 95
J/cK*1 (K*1→K1p0) 384625 87
Total 113436129 86
Semi-leptonic B0 D*2l1n 2904261500 78
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moment is the momentum-weighted sum of Legendre poly-
nomial of the lth order computed from the cosine of the
angle between all pairs of tracks. The ratio R2 provides good
separation between jet-like continuum events and more
spherical BB¯ events.
B. Reconstruction of decay daughters
The reconstruction of B mesons typically involves the
summation of a set of related decay modes, with multiple
decay chains for the charm daughters or other short-lived
decay products. To simplify analysis of such complex decay
chains, virtual composite particles and their error matrices
are constructed from the original daughter particles. The
composite particle then replaces the daughters in subsequent
fits and analysis. The three-momentum of the virtual particle
is fit directly, rather than computed from the updated daugh-
ters, improving speed and numerical accuracy.
Vertex and kinematic fitting is used to improve four-
momenta and position measurements, as well as to measure
the time difference between decaying B hadrons in the
Y(4S)→BB¯ decay. For example, in the case of B0
→J/cKS0, the position measurement of the B0 can be im-
proved with the constraint that the line-of-flight of the KS
0
intersects the J/c vertex. The energy resolution of the B0 can
also be improved by applying a mass constraint to the J/c
and KS
0 daughters. Generalized procedures have been devel-
oped and tested with constraints implemented by the
Lagrange-multiplier technique. Possible constraints include a
common decay vertex, mass, energy, momentum, beam en-
ergy ~with and without smearing!, beam-spot position and
line-of-flight.
Nonlinearities in the fits require the use of an iterative
procedure, where convergence is defined by demanding that
the change in x2 between two successive iterations is less
than 0.01, within a maximum of six iterations. Simple fits
involving only vertex constraints ~except long-lived par-
ticles! are, however, accurate enough with a single iteration.
1. p0 selection
Neutral pion candidates are formed from pairs of EMC
bumps with energy greater than 30 MeV, assumed to be pho-
tons originating from the interaction point. The invariant
mass of the photon pair is required to be within
620 MeV/c2 ~2.5s! of the nominal p0 mass, with a mini-
mum summed energy of 200 MeV. Selected candidates are
subjected to a kinematic fit with a p0 mass constraint. Within
the acceptance of the EMC, efficiencies for this selection
vary from about 55 to 65% for p0 energies from 0.3 to 2.5
GeV, typical of B decays.
2. KS
0 selection
Candidates in the KS
0→p1p2 mode are selected by re-
quiring an invariant p1p2 mass, computed at the vertex of
the two tracks, between 462 and 534 MeV/c2. The x2 of the
vertex fit must have a probability greater than 0.1%. The
angle between the flight direction and the momentum vector
for the KS
0 candidate is required to be smaller than 200 mrad.
Finally, the transverse flight distance from the primary vertex
in the event, rxy , must be greater than 2 mm.
Optimization for the reconstruction of the CP sample has
produced slightly different KS
0 selection criteria. The p1p2
invariant mass, determined at the vertex of the two tracks, is
required to lie between 489 and 507 MeV/c2 and the three-
dimensional flight length with respect to the vertex of the
charmonium candidate is required to be greater than 1 mm.
Pairs of p0 candidates, each in the mass range
100– 155 MeV/c2 ~25s, 13s! and formed from nonover-
lapping EMC bumps, are combined to construct KS
0→p0p0
candidates. For each KS
0 candidate with an energy greater
than 800 MeV and a mass between 300 and 700 MeV/c2 at
the interaction point, we determine the most probable KS
0
decay point along the path defined by the initial KS
0 momen-
tum vector and the J/c vertex by maximizing the product of
probabilities for the daughter p0 mass-constrained fits. Al-
lowing for vertex resolution, we require the distance from
the decay point to the J/c vertex to be between 210 and
140 cm and the KS
0 mass, using the measured decay point, to
be between 470 and 536 MeV/c2.
3. KL0 selection
Candidates for KL
0 mesons are identified in the EMC and
IFR detectors as reconstructed clusters that cannot be asso-
ciated with any charged track in the event. EMC candidates
must have a cluster energy between 200 MeV and 2 GeV and
a polar angle u that satisfies cos u,0.935. To suppress back-
grounds from p0 decay, KL
0 candidates consistent with a pho-
ton are paired with other neutrals with Eg.30 MeV. Any
candidate with 100,m(gg),150 MeV/c2 is rejected. Like-
wise, clusters with more than 1 GeV energy that contain two
bumps are rejected if the bump energies and shower shapes
are consistent with two photons from a p0 decay. Monte
Carlo simulation shows that clusters due to true KL
0 mesons
are easily distinguished from p0 candidates by these criteria.
The remaining background consists primarily of photons and
overlapping showers. Isolated clusters produced by charged
hadrons are removed by the basic clustering algorithm,
which requires a minimum separation of about 20 cm be-
tween clusters.
IFR candidates are defined as clusters with hits in two or
more RPC layers that are not matched to any reconstructed
charged track. To reduce beam-related backgrounds and to
avoid regions where the charged tracking efficiency is low,
we require that the polar angle u of the IFR cluster satisfy
20.75,cos u,0.93, and eliminate clusters that begin in the
outer 25% of the forward IFR endcap. Due to the irregular
structure of hadronic showers, some hits from charged tracks
are missed by the tracking association. We suppress these
clusters by rejecting KL0 candidates that lie within 6350
mrad in polar angle and in the range 2750~2300! to
1300~1750! mrad in azimuth of the EMC intersection of
any positively ~negatively! charged track in the event. The
remaining background is predominantly from charged par-
ticles and detector noise.
Some KL
0 candidates satisfy both the EMC and IFR selec-
tion requirements. In the reconstruction of B0→J/cKL0 , ad-
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ditional criteria described in Sec. III D are applied to resolve
the classification of the corresponding B candidates. Exten-
sive studies of KL
0 detection efficiencies have been conducted
with a control sample of radiatively produced f mesons,
decaying to KL
0KS
0
.
4. Selection of light resonances
For r2 candidates, the p2p0 mass is required to lie
within 6150 MeV/c2 of the nominal r2 mass. The p0 from
the r2 decay is required to have an energy greater than 300
MeV. We reconstruct K*0 candidates in the K1p2 and
KS
0p0 modes, while K*1 candidates are reconstructed in the
K1p0 and KS
0p1 modes. The invariant mass of the two
daughters is required to be within 6100 MeV/c2 of the
nominal K* mass. Candidates in the mode a1
1→p1p2p1
are reconstructed by combining three charged pions, with
invariant mass in the range of 1.0 to 1.6 GeV/c2. In addition,
the x2 probability of a vertex fit of the a1
1 candidate is re-
quired to be greater than 0.1%.
5. Charmed meson and charmonium selection
The decay channels K1p2, K1p2p0, K1p1p2p2 and
KS
0p1p2 are used to reconstruct D¯ 0 candidates, while D2
candidates are selected in the K1p2p2 and KS
0p2 modes.
Charged and neutral kaons are required to have a momentum
greater than 200 MeV/c . The same criterion is applied to the
pion in B0→D (*)2p1, B0→D (*)2r1 decay. For the decay
modes B0→D (*)2a11 , the pions are required to have mo-
mentum larger than 150 MeV/c . We require D¯ 0 and D2 can-
didates to lie within 63s of the nominal masses, where the
error s is calculated event by event. The distributions of the
difference between measured and nominal D¯ 0 and D2 me-
son masses, normalized by the measured error on the candi-
date masses, are found to have an rms in the range 1.1–1.2
when fit with a Gaussian distribution. For D¯ 0→K1p2p0,
we only reconstruct the dominant resonant mode D¯ 0
→K1r2, followed by r2→p2p0. The angle uD0p* between
the p2 and D¯ 0 in the r2 rest frame must satisfy ucos uD0p* u
.0.4. Finally, all D¯ 0 and D2 candidates are required to have
a momentum greater than 1.3 GeV/c in the Y(4S) frame and
a x2 probability for the topological vertex fit greater than
0.1%. A mass-constrained fit is applied to candidates satisfy-
ing these requirements.
We form D*2 candidates in the decay D*2→D¯ 0p2 by
combining a D¯ 0 with a pion that has momentum greater than
70 MeV/c . The soft pion is constrained to originate from the
beam spot when the D*2 vertex is computed. To account
for the small energy release in the decay Y(4S)→BB¯
~resulting in a small transverse flight of the B candidates!, the
effective vertical size of the beam spot is increased to 40 mm.
Monte Carlo simulation was used to verify that this does not
introduce any significant bias in the selection or in the Dt
measurement. After applying a mass-constrained fit to the D¯ 0
daughter, D*2 candidates are required to have m(D¯ 0p2)
within 61.1 MeV/c2 of the nominal D*2 mass for the D¯ 0
→K1p2p0 mode and 60.8 MeV/c2 for all other modes.
This corresponds to about 62.5 times the rms width of the
signal distribution, which is estimated by taking a weighted
average of the core and broad Gaussian components of the
observed m(D¯ 0p2) distributions.
We form D¯ *0 candidates by combining a D¯ 0 with a p0
with momentum less than 450 MeV/c in the Y(4S) frame.
D¯ *0 candidates are required to have m(D¯ 0p0) within
64 MeV/c2 of the nominal value, after applying a mass-
constrained fit to the D¯ 0 daughter.
Candidates for J/c and c(2S) mesons are reconstructed
in their e1e2 and m1m2 decay modes, while c(2S) mesons
are also reconstructed in the J/cp1p2 channel. Table IV
shows the particle identification and invariant mass require-
ments for the e1e2 and m1m2 daughters. These vary with
reconstructed B decay channel due to the differing levels of
background encountered. For J/c→e1e2 and c(2S)
→e1e2 decays, where the electron may have radiated
bremsstrahlung photons, the missing energy is recovered by
identifying clusters with more than 30 MeV lying within 35
mrad in polar angle and 50 mrad in azimuth of the electron
direction projected onto the EMC.
For the c(2S)→J/cp1p2 mode, J/c candidates are
constrained to the nominal mass and then combined with
pairs of oppositely-charged tracks considered as pions, with
invariant mass between 400 and 600 MeV/c2. Candidates
TABLE IV. Particle identification and invariant mass requirements for J/c and c(2S)→l1l2 candidates. The minimal particle identi-
fication criteria are applied to both daughters, while only one daughter must pass the restrictive requirement. Electron and muon selection
requirements are defined in Sec. II D. Mass ranges are quoted in GeV/c2 and MIP refers to a minimum-ionizing particle.
B channel
e1e2 candidates m1m2 candidates
Minimal Restrictive m(e1e2) Minimal Restrictive m(m1m2)
J/cKS
0 None Tight or noCal 2.95–3.14 MIP Loose 3.06–3.14
c(2S)KS0(l1l2) VeryLoose Tight 3.436–3.736 VeryLoose Loose 3.636–3.736
c(2S)KSO(J/cp1p2) VeryLoose Tight 2.95–3.14 VeryLoose Loose 3.06–3.14
xc1KS
0(J/cg) Loose Tight 2.95–3.14 VeryLoose Loose 3.06–3.14
J/cK* Tight Tight 2.95–3.14 Loose Loose 3.06–3.14
J/cKL
0 Loose VeryTight 3.00–3.13 Loose Tight 3.06–3.13
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with 0.574,m(J/cp1p2)2m(J/c),0.604 GeV/c2 are
retained.
Photon candidates used for the reconstruction of xc1
→J/cg are required to lie within the calorimeter fiducial
volume (0.41,ug,2.41 rad) and have an energy greater
than 150 MeV. In addition, the candidate should not form, in
combination with any other photon in the event having at
least 70 MeV of energy, a p0 candidate with mass between
120 and 150 MeV/c2. The invariant mass of the xc1 candi-
dates is required to be greater than 3.476 and smaller than
3.546 GeV/c2.
C. B meson selection in fully reconstructed modes
We reconstruct B candidates in all modes except B0
→J/cKL0 and B0→D*2l1n¯ using a pair of nearly uncorre-
lated kinematic variables, the difference DE between the en-
ergy of the B candidate and the beam energy in the Y(4S)
center-of-mass frame, and the beam-energy substituted mass,
mES , defined as
mES5AS 12 s1ppiEi D
2
2p2, ~16!
where s is the square of the center-of-mass energy, Ei and pi
are the total energy and the three momentum of the initial
state in the laboratory frame, and p is the three momentum of
the B candidate in the same frame. For the purpose of deter-
mining event counts and purities, a signal region is defined in
the (mES ,DE) plane as 5.27,mES,5.29 GeV/c2 and uDEu
,3s(DE), where s(DE) is the resolution on DE . Like-
wise, a sideband region is defined as 5.20,mES
,5.26 GeV/c2 and uDEu,3s(DE). The value of s(DE) is
mode-dependent and varies between 7 and 40 MeV as mea-
sured in the data. When multiple B candidates ~with mES
.5.20 MeV/c2! are found in the same event, the candidate
with the smallest value of uDEu is selected.
Two types of background in the sample of selected B0
candidates are distinguished. The first background, called
combinatorial, arises from random combinations of charged
tracks and neutral showers from both B mesons in BB¯ events
or from continuum events. This background is smoothly dis-
tributed in mES and does not peak near the B mass. The
second, so-called ‘‘peaking’’ background, consists of events
in which, for example, a slow pion from the reconstructed B
meson is replaced by a slow pion from the tagging B, caus-
ing an enhancement near the nominal B mass. The loss or
addition of a soft pion track does not significantly alter the
vertex for the B rec candidate, since such tracks undergo sig-
nificant multiple scattering and have large impact parameter
errors. The peaking background from charged B decays is
considered as a specific background source in the construc-
tion of the full likelihood function for B0-B¯ 0 mixing, since
these events have a particular time structure and set of effec-
tive dilutions. In this case, the peaking background from
other neutral B decays has time-dependent properties and
dilutions that are essentially identical to the signal and is
treated as such. For the likelihood describing the CP sample,
the peaking background is simply assumed to have zero ef-
fective CP.
Suppression of continuum background, in addition to a
general requirement on R2 , is typically provided by restrict-
ing the thrust angle u th , defined as the angle between the
thrust axis of the particles that form the reconstructed B rec
candidate and the thrust axis of the remaining tracks and
unmatched clusters in the event, computed in the Y(4S)
frame. The two thrust axes are almost uncorrelated in BB¯
events, because the B0 mesons are nearly at rest in the
Y(4S) rest frame. In continuum events, which are more jet-
like, the two thrust axes tend to have small opening angles.
Thus, a requirement on the maximum value of ucos uthu is
effective in continuum rejection.
Signal yields and sample purities are extracted from fits to
the mES distributions of B candidates with a Gaussian distri-
bution for the signal and an ARGUS background shape @23#
for the combinatorial background with a functional form
given by
A~mES ;m0 ,j!5ABmESA12xES2 ej~12xES
2
!
, ~17!
for xES5mES /m0,1, where m0 represents the kinematic up-
per limit and is held fixed at the center-of-mass beam energy
Eb*55.291 GeV, and j and AB are free parameters.
We assign background and signal probabilities to each
event included in the likelihood fit based on the measured
value for mES . However, it is the mES sideband region,
where the background probabilities are essentially 100%,
that dominates the determination of the combinatorial back-
ground fraction and Dt structure for background events un-
der the B0 signal peak. Monte Carlo simulation shows a
modest mES dependence on the composition of the combina-
torial background over the sideband range mES
.5.2 GeV/c2 through the B signal region, due to variation of
the fraction of continuum versus BB¯ contributions. Since
these two sources have different Dt behaviors, the changing
composition leads to a small correction and systematic error
on the precision mixing measurement, but is negligible for
the sin 2b extraction. The fraction of peaking backgrounds
from charged B decays are estimated with Monte Carlo
simulation as described in the following sections.
1. B0 decays to flavor eigenstates
Candidates in the Bflav sample of neutral flavor-eigenstate
B mesons are formed by combining a D*2 or D2 with a
p1, r1 (r1→p1p0), a11 (a11→p1p2p1), or by com-
bining a J/c candidate with a K*0 (K*0→K1p2). As de-
scribed in Sec. II D, kaon identification is used to reject
background. For most B0 modes, it is possible to achieve
signal purities of at least 90% with the VeryLoose selec-
tion, or no particle identification at all. However, for the
mode B0→D2a11 , the tighter kaon identification is required
to reduce large combinatorial backgrounds.
For final states with a D* and 2 ~3! pions we require
ucos uthu,0.9 ~0.8! for the D¯ 0→K1p2 and K1p2p0 modes
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and 0.8 ~0.7! for D¯ 0→K1p1p2p2 and KS0p1p2, while no
requirement is made for the B0→D*2p1 mode. In modes
which contain a D2 and a p1, r1, or a1
1 in the final state,
we require ucos uthu,0.9, 0.8, or 0.7, respectively.
The B0 signal yield and sample purity extracted from fits
to the mES distribution are summarized in Table III. The net
B0 signal sample, before applying any decay vertex require-
ments, consists of 99226129 signal candidates in open
charm decays with a purity of about 82%, and 1013636 in
the decay B0→J/cK*0 (K*0→K1p2), with a purity of
about 95%. Figure 3 shows the combined mES distribution
for all the hadronic B0 modes. Superimposed is the result
of a fit with a Gaussian distribution for the signal and an
ARGUS background form @23#.
The signal obtained by this method includes a small frac-
tion of peaking background from other charged and neutral B
decay modes. However, only the charged B component needs
to be determined, since it alone has a time structure that
differs from the signal events. Therefore, the fraction of
peaking background is estimated with a sample of Y(4S)
→B1B2 Monte Carlo events. The B1 mesons are forced to
decay in the decay modes D¯ *0 or D¯ 0 with a p1, r1, or a1
1
,
since the main source is decay channels that have one more
or one fewer pion in the final state than the signal modes of
interest. We then attempt to reconstruct neutral B mesons in
the channels used for the Bflav sample in data. A small peak at
the B0 mass, obtained with the charged B Monte Carlo
sample, leads to an estimate of (1.360.320.510.2)% as the peak-
ing component in the Bflav signal. This result is obtained
from a fit with a Gaussian distribution, whose mean and
width are fixed by the B0 signal parameters. The Dt structure
of the peaking background in Monte Carlo is found to be
consistent with the lifetime of the B1, as expected.
2. B¿ control samples
The B1 control sample of charged B candidates is formed
by combining a D¯ *0, D¯ 0, J/c , or c(2S) candidate with a
p1 or K1. For the D¯ 0p1 final state, we require ucos uthu
,0.9 for the D¯ 0→K1p2 mode and 0.8 for all other D¯ 0
channels. In modes that contain a D¯ *0→D¯ 0p0, the require-
ment is ucos uthu,0.9 for D¯ 0→K1p2, 0.8 for the K1p2p0
and K1p2p2p1, and 0.7 for KS
0p1p2.
The B1 signal yield and sample purity extracted from fits
to the mES distribution are summarized in Table III. The net
B1 signal sample in open charm modes, before applying any
decay-vertex requirements, consists of 2797662 signal can-
didates in charmonium modes, with a purity of about 94%,
and 85476115 signal candidates in open charm modes, with
a purity of about 84%. Figure 4 shows the combined mES
distribution for all the hadronic B1 modes. Superimposed on
the data is the result of a fit with a Gaussian distribution for
the signal and an ARGUS background form @23#.
3. B0 decays to CP modes involving KS0
We form the BCP sample of neutral B candidates in char-
monium modes with a KS
0 by combining mass-constrained
J/c , c(2S) or xc1 candidates with mass-constrained KS0
candidates, following the techniques of our recent branching-
FIG. 3. Distribution of mES for all selected flavor-eigenstate B0
candidates in hadronic decays to ~a! open charm and ~b! charmo-
nium final states. Overlaid in both cases is the result of a fit with a
Gaussian distribution for the signal and an ARGUS function for the
background.
FIG. 4. Distribution of mES for all selected flavor-eigenstate B1
candidates in hadronic decays to ~a! open charm and ~b! charmo-
nium final states. Overlaid in both cases is the result of a fit with a
Gaussian distribution for the signal and an ARGUS function for the
background.
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fraction study @24#. The helicity angle uh of the J/c daugh-
ters with respect to the J/c flight direction in the B candidate
rest frame should have a sin2 uh distribution. Therefore, we
require that ucos uhu,0.8 for the e1e2 mode and 0.9 for the
m1m2 mode, as an efficient way of rejecting backgrounds.
For the c(2S)KS0 candidates, ucos uhu of the c(2S) must be
smaller than 0.9 for both leptonic modes.
Distributions of mES are shown in Fig. 5 for the CP
samples. Signal event yields and purities, determined from a
fit to the mES distributions after selection on DE , are sum-
marized in Table III.
The fraction of peaking background has been estimated
with a sample of B→J/cX Monte Carlo events. The main
source is decay channels that have one more or one less pion
in the final state than the signal mode. The fractions are
obtained by fitting the misreconstructed B→J/cX sample
with a Gaussian distribution, whose mean and width are
fixed by the B0 signal parameters. The estimated contribu-
tions are (0.4160.09)%, (1.260.2)%, (2.961.7)%, and
(1.161.1)% for the J/cKS0 (KS0→p1p2), J/cKS0 (KS0
→p0p0), c(2S)KS0 and xc1KS0 channels respectively.
In the case of the xc1KS
0 mode we have also explored the
possibility of contamination from xc2KS
0 events. These
would have a very similar final-state signature, but opposite
CP. However, this decay mode has never been observed and
the rate is expected to be highly suppressed due to angular
momentum considerations. Figure 6 shows the invariant
mass difference, m(llg)2m(ll), for the xc1 daughters of the
B1→xc1K1 and B0→xc1KS0 candidates. The distribution is
background subtracted with the mES sideband and a fit with
two Crystal Ball distributions @25# is superimposed, where
the means have been fixed to the known xc1 and xc2 masses
and the widths are forced to be equal. The fraction of xc2K
events in the selected sample is found to be consistent with
zero and, from the fit, an upper limit of 3.5% at 95% C.L. is
set on the fraction of B→xc2K candidates in the selected
sample.
4. B0 decays to the CP mode JÕcK*0
The BCP sample is further enlarged by the addition of B0
candidates in the mode J/cK*0 (K*0→KS0p0). For this pur-
pose, mass-constrained J/c candidates are combined with
K*0→KS0p0 candidates to form a B0 candidate. To reduce
the combinatorial background, the angle between the flight
direction of the KS
0 and the vector connecting the recon-
structed vertices of the J/c and the KS
0 candidates is required
to be less than 200 mrad. Cross-feed background from other
B→J/cX modes involving a p0 ~which includes cross-feed
FIG. 5. Candidates for B0→J/cKS0 where KS0 decays to ~a! p1p2 or ~b! p0p0; candidates for ~c! B0→c(2S)KS0 and ~d! B0→xc1KS0
(KS0→p1p2). Overlaid in each case is the result of a fit with a Gaussian distribution for the signal and an ARGUS function for the
background.
FIG. 6. Distribution of m(llg) for the xc1 daughters of B1
→xc1K1 and B0→xc1KS0 candidates. The expected location of a
xc2 signal is indicated by the arrow.
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from the CP mode itself! is suppressed by requiring the co-
sine of the helicity angle of the K*0 in the B0 meson rest
frame to be smaller than 0.95. Further details of the selection
and analysis of this sample can be found in Ref. @13#.
The mES distribution for J/cK*0 (K*0→KS0p0) combi-
nations in data is shown in Fig. 7. Given the relatively tight
criteria applied in the lepton identification of the daughters of
the J/c candidates ~see Table IV!, the background is domi-
nated by true J/c mesons from B decays. Its composition
can therefore only be estimated with Monte Carlo simulation
and the mES distribution is not expected to follow the phase-
space form of Eq. ~17!. Monte Carlo simulation of events
with true J/c candidates has been adjusted to match recent
results for charmonium branching fractions in B decays and
takes into account the indication of S-wave B0→J/cKS0p0
decays and contributions due to higher K* resonances re-
ported in Ref. @13#.
As a result, backgrounds are not estimated with a fit to the
observed mES distribution ~Fig. 7!, but rather by extrapola-
tion of Monte Carlo background distributions, normalized to
the number of produced B mesons in the data. All J/cKS
0p0
combinations in the range 5.273,mES,5.288 GeV/c2 are
considered as candidates for this purpose. Estimates of the
signal and background contributions in the candidate sample,
and the corresponding effective CP, after acceptance correc-
tion for the signal selection, is provided in Table V, while the
signal yields and purities in data are listed in Table III. The
dominant source of cross-feed background, with zero effec-
tive CP, is B1→J/cK*1 (K*1→KS0p1), where the daugh-
ter p1 is exchanged for a background p0.
D. B0 decays to the CP mode JÕcKL0
Candidates for the BCP sample in the mode B0→J/cKL0
are obtained by combining mass-constrained J/c and KL
0
candidates, following the methods in Ref. @24#. The J/c can-
didates are required to have a momentum in the Y(4S)
frame between 1.4 and 2.0 GeV/c . As the KL
0 energy is not
well measured by the EMC or IFR detectors, the laboratory
momentum of the KL
0 is determined by its flight direction as
measured from the EMC or IFR cluster and the constraint
that the invariant mass of the J/cKL
0 system has the known
B0 mass. The production angle uB of a B meson with respect
to the z axis in the Y(4S) frame follows a sin2 uB distribu-
tion. We require that ucos uBu,0.9. The J/c helicity angle is
required to satisfy ucos uhu,0.9 and the sum of ucos uBu and
ucos uhu must be less than 1.3. Events with a reconstructed
charged or neutral B decay to J/cKS
0 ~KS
0→p1p2 or p0p0!,
J/cK*0 ~K*0→K1p2 or KS0p0!, J/cK1, or J/cK*1
~K*1→KS0p1 or K1p0! are explicitly removed. The total
missing transverse momentum projected along the KL0 direc-
tion, where the total momentum is calculated with all
charged tracks and neutral clusters ~without the KL
0!, must be
no more than 0.25 (0.40) GeV/c lower than the calculated
KL
0 transverse momentum for EMC ~IFR! KL
0 candidates.
Events where multiple J/cKL
0 combinations with DE
,80 MeV satisfy these requirements are treated as a special
case. A hierarchy is imposed where the highest energy EMC
cluster for multiple EMC combinations, or the IFR cluster
with the largest number of layers for multiple IFR combina-
tions is selected. In cases where there are both an EMC and
IFR combination, the EMC combination is selected because
it is expected to have better angular resolution. Although the
EMC information is used, such events are counted as IFR
events, since they have the same relatively high signal purity.
The difference DE between the energy of the J/cKL
0 sys-
tem and the beam energy in the Y(4S) frame is used to
discriminate between signal and backgrounds. The DE dis-
tribution of selected B0→J/cKL0 combinations for the
Y(4S) data is shown in Fig. 8. Signal events are peaked
within 610 MeV of DE50 while background events extend
towards positive values of DE . The small signal width and
the asymmetric distribution of the background in comparison
with the KS
0 modes are both consequences of the mass con-
straint used to determine the KL
0 momentum.
The purity of the B0→J/cKL0 sample is the lowest of the
CP modes ~60%!. Irreducible backgrounds are dominantly
from B→J/cKL0X modes, which cannot be distinguished
from signal due to imposition of the mB mass constraint in
determining the momentum of the KL
0 candidate. The largest
FIG. 7. Distribution of mES for selected J/cK*0 combinations,
where K*0→KS0p0. The arrows indicate the region between 5.273
and 5.288 GeV/c2 that is used to define the sample of B0 candi-
dates. Monte Carlo estimates of the various background contribu-
tions are also indicated.
TABLE V. Signal and background estimates for the selected
B0→J/cK*0 (K*0→KS0p0) sample. All the events within the
range 5.273,mES,5.288 GeV/c2 are considered as B0 candidates
and the background contributions are estimated with Monte Carlo
simulation. The quoted errors are derived from conservative bound
on the branching fractions and represent the size of the variation
used to estimate the systematic error on sin 2b due to backgrounds.
Event type Fraction ~%! Effective CP
Signal 73.667.4 10.6560.07
B1→J/cK*1(KS0p1) 17.461.7 0
B0→xc1KS0 2.460.7 21
Higher K* resonances 2.661.3 061
Non-resonant B0→J/cKS0p0 1.860.9 061
Other B0→J/cX 2.461.2 061
Non B→J/cX 0 0
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single background contribution is from B→J/cK*, where
the K* decays to KL
0p . This mode and backgrounds from
other B→J/cX decays are studied with Monte Carlo simu-
lation. The composition of the events that are included in the
J/cKL
0 sample is given in Table VI. The effective CP, after
acceptance correction for the signal selection, is also pro-
vided. The additional background from events with a misre-
constructed J/c→ll candidate is studied with the m(ll)
sidebands.
A binned likelihood fit to the DE distribution is per-
formed separately for the EMC and IFR categories to deter-
mine the composition of the B0→J/cKL0 sample. There are
three fit components: the fraction of the data that is signal,
the number of B→J/cX background events, and the number
of non-J/c background events. The DE shapes for the signal
and the J/cX background are determined from Monte Carlo
simulation. The DE shape of the non-J/c component is
taken from the m(ll) sideband in the data. A Poisson term,
with mean given by the expected number of non-J/c events
in the m(ll) signal region, is included in the likelihood to
constrain the normalization of the non-J/c component. The
result of the fit is shown in Fig. 8, and the corresponding
signal and background fractions are reported in Table VII for
the B0→J/cKL0 combinations that are selected as BCP can-
didates in the interval uDEu,10 MeV. As expected from
Monte Carlo studies, the purity of the IFR sample is signifi-
cantly better than the EMC sample, mainly because the B0
→J/cKS0 (KS0→p0p0) background is significantly larger in
the EMC sample. Since the purities of the two subsamples
are quite different, we obtain better statistical sensitivity in
the sin 2b fit by treating the EMC and IFR categories sepa-
rately.
E. Semileptonic B0 decays
The semileptonic decay B0→D*2l1n , with a measured
branching fraction of (4.6060.27)% @11#, is potentially a
copious source of reconstructed B0 mesons. However, since
the neutrino cannot be detected, the background levels in
FIG. 8. Distribution of DE for selected B0→J/cKL0 combina-
tions where the KL
0 is identified ~a! in the EMC, ~b! in the IFR, or
~c! either subsample combined. The points with error bars are the
data. The open histogram is the result of a three-component binned
likelihood fit, where the three components are signal ~open!, inclu-
sive J/c background ~cross hatched!, and non-J/c combinatorial
background ~dark shading!. The shapes of the signal and inclusive
J/c background are taken from Monte Carlo simulation. The shape
of the non-J/c combinatorial background is taken from the m(ll)
sideband in data. Candidates for the BCP sample are selected in the
region uDEu,10 MeV.
TABLE VI. Monte Carlo prediction for the composition of
background channels containing a true J/c that pass the B0
→J/cKL0 selection criteria. Events are required to have uDEu
,10 MeV. The quoted errors are derived from conservative bound
on the branching fractions and represent the size of the variation
used to estimate the systematic error on sin 2b due to backgrounds.
Event type EMC ~%! IFR ~%! Effective CP
B0→J/cK*0(KL0p0) 2363 2663 20.6860.07
B1→J/cK*6(KL0p6) 2864 4566 0
B0→J/cKS0 1362 261 21
B0→xc1KL0 361 561 11
B→J/cKL0p 12112 12112 0
Other B0→J/cX 32616 21610 060.25
TABLE VII. Results of the binned likelihood fit to the full DE
distribution of the B0→J/cKL0 combinations. All signal yields and
background estimates are reported for the BCP candidate range
uDEu,10 MeV.
KL
0 reconstruction type
EMC & IFR EMC IFR
Data events 427 228 199
Signal 257624 128617 129617
J/cX bkgd 154615 89611 65610
Non-J/c bkgd 1962 1462 561
Signal fraction 0.6060.04 0.5660.05 0.6560.05
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selected samples are generally larger and more difficult to
characterize. Likewise, the Dz determination cannot take ad-
vantage of the beam spot and reconstructed B0 direction. As
a consequence, we use a large sample of D*2l1n¯ candidates
only as a cross check on our determination of the mistag
rates from the time structure of the Bflav and BCP events. The
selection criteria for this control sample and the characteriza-
tion of backgrounds is described here, while the analysis of
the mistag rates is reported in Sec. VIII C 4. The semilep-
tonic B0 sample is obtained by reconstructing the D*2
through its decay to D¯ 0p2, where the three decay modes
K1p2, K1p1p2p2 and K1p2p0 are used to reconstruct
the D¯ 0.
1. Event selection
All reconstructed D¯ 0 candidates are required to have an
invariant mass within 62.5s of the nominal D0 mass, based
on the observed rms width of the signal. A vertex fit to the
D¯ 0 candidate is required to have a x2 probability greater than
0.001. There are no additional requirements for D¯ 0
→K1p2. For D¯ 0→K1p1p2p2 and D¯ 0→K1p2p0 we
require a VeryLoose kaon and a Loose pion particle iden-
tification as described in Sec. II D, and a minimum p0 mo-
mentum of 200 MeV/c in the laboratory frame. In addition,
the K and p candidates are required to have momenta greater
than 200 and 150 MeV/c , respectively, for the mode D¯ 0
→K1p1p2p2. The decay D¯ 0→K1p2p0 occurs mostly
through quasi-two-body channels. The r and K* resonances
dominate and we use weights calculated from the Dalitz-plot
position for each candidate @26# to construct a probability per
D0 and select events using this quantity as a way of sup-
pressing combinatorial background.
D¯ 0 candidates satisfying these requirements are combined
with all charged tracks with a minimum transverse momen-
tum of 50 MeV/c and charge opposite to that of the kaon
from the D¯ 0 to form D*2 candidates. The mass difference
m(D¯ 0p2)2m(D¯ 0) is required to lie within 62.5s of the
nominal value, based on the observed rms width of the sig-
nal.
Finally, D*2 candidates are combined with electron or
muon candidates satisfying the Tight lepton-identification
requirements described in Sec. II D. The lepton is required to
have charge opposite to that of the D* and momentum
greater than 1.2 GeV/c in the Y(4S) frame. A vertex fit to
the D*2l1 candidate is required to converge and have a x2
probability greater than 0.01. The D*2 and lepton from a
true B0 decay tend to be back-to-back in the B0 rest frame,
so we require cos uD*2l,0 where uD*2l is the angle between
the D*2 and the lepton in the Y(4S) frame. The cosine of
the angle between the thrust axes of the (D*2l1) pair and
the rest of the event is required to satisfy ucos uthu<0.85, in
order to reduce background from e1e2→cc¯ events.
The neutrino cannot be reconstructed in the detector, but
we can determine whether the missing four-momentum of
the candidate is consistent with a particle of zero mass:
~pB2pD*2pl!
25pn
250. ~18!
Applying this relation in the Y(4S) frame, we obtain a con-
straint on the angle between the B0 and the D*2l1 system:
cos uB2D*l5
2EBED*l2mb
22mD*l
2
2upBuupD*lu
. ~19!
The energy EB and magnitude of the momentum upBu of the
initial-state B0 are known in the Y(4S) frame from the
boosted beam energies. The energy ED*l , the magnitude of
the momentum upD*lu, and the invariant mass mD*l of the
D*2l1 system are obtained from the four-momenta of the
D*2 and the lepton. The cosine of the angle cos uB2D*l
should lie in the physical region @21, 11# for true D*2l1n¯
events. Allowing for detector resolution effects in the recon-
structed momenta and angles, we require ucos uB2D*lu,1.1.
After applying these selection criteria, we obtain a sample
of about 37500 B0→D*2l1n¯ candidates. The cos uB2D*l
distribution of these candidates is shown in Fig. 9.
2. Sample composition
The final sample contains a fraction f sig of B0
→D*2l1n¯ signal events, as well as fractions f comb of D*2
combinatorial background, f off of continuum background ~a
true D*2 and an identified lepton!, f B1→D*Xln¯ of B→D*pl n¯ events, where the D*p can come from a radially
or orbitally-excited L51 state or nonresonant decay, and fi-
nally f BB¯ of background from BB¯ events with a true D*2
and an identified lepton (BB¯ →D*Yl). Examples in this last
category are cases where the D*2 and the lepton come from
two different B mesons or where the lepton and the D*2 are
from the same B but the lepton is produced in a charm decay.
The combinatorial and continuum backgrounds can be ex-
tracted directly from the data. The former is determined with
the m(D¯ 0p2)2m(D¯ 0) distribution itself. The latter is esti-
mated with the off-resonance data sample, weighted by the
ratio of the relative integrated luminosities for on- and off-
resonance data. The remaining three contributions can be
distinguished by their different distributions in cos uB2D*l .
FIG. 9. Extraction of BB¯ and D** backgrounds from the data.
The points show the cos uB2D*l distribution for the reconstructed
signal. The histogram shows the result of the fit described in the
text. The different background contributions are indicated by the
various hatchings.
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The B0→D*2l1n¯ signal events are expected to lie in the
region 21,cos uB2D*l,1, while contributions from B→D*pl n¯ semileptonic decay, due to missing particles, must
extend below the kinematic threshold cos uB2D*l,21. Fi-
nally, BB¯ background events populate the full cos uB2D*l dis-
tribution. Thus, the region cos uB2D*l.1 contains mainly BB¯
background, while the region cos uB2D*l,21 is mostly
populated by B→D*pl n¯ . The shape of the cos uB2D*l dis-
tributions for these three components is obtained from Monte
Carlo simulation and a fit to the full cos uB2D*l range is used
to determine the two background fractions in the signal re-
gion.
The orbitally-excited resonances that can decay to D*p
are the two narrow states D1 , D2* ~observed with masses
around 2420 and 2460 MeV/c2! and the broad state D1* ~not
yet seen, but with mass expected to be about 2420 MeV/c2
and G>250 MeV!. Contributions from B→D*Xl n¯ decays
with more than one pion are expected to be small and are
more easily separated from the signal with cos uB2D*l . Isos-
pin symmetry requires that the charged B contribution be 2/3
of the total D*2p pairs from B→D*pl n¯ decays, either
from orbitally-excited states or nonresonant decays. The
cos uB2D*l distribution obtained from Monte Carlo simula-
tion for the different channels is modeled with a general
function that is sufficiently flexible to describe both indi-
vidual channels as well as a superposition of excited charm
modes.
After subtraction of continuum and combinatorial back-
grounds, a fit is performed to the resulting cos uB2D*l distri-
bution over the full observed range @28, 15#. However, it is
only the relative fraction of the various backgrounds in the
signal window cos uB2D*lP@21.1,1.1# that we require. Fur-
thermore, in the case of D**, only the charged B contribu-
tion is a background for the measurement of the mistag frac-
tion and is assumed to be 2/3 of the total D** contribution.
The fitted fractions are defined by
g
**
5N~B1→D*Xl n¯ !/@N~B0→D*2l1n¯ !
1N~B0→D*Xl1n¯ !1N~B1→D*Xl n¯ !#
~20!
gBB5N~BB¯ →D*Yl !/@N~B0→D*2l1n¯ !
1N~B0→D*Xl1n¯ !1N~BB¯ →D*Yl !#
where the N is the number of events from a given process
that survives the selection requirements.
The result of the fit to the full untagged sample is shown
in Fig. 9, along with the Monte Carlo model for the D**
component. The x2 of the fit in the full cos uB2D*l range
is 82 for 69 degrees of freedom. The fitted contributions
are g
**
5(4.560.362.2)% and gBB5(4.860.462.2)%,
where the first error is statistical and the second systematic.
To estimate the systematic error on these fractions, three ex-
treme assumptions have been made concerning the B
→D*Xl n¯ background: all narrow D** states, all broad D**
states, or all nonresonant decays. The largest deviation
comes from the nonresonant model. Another source of sys-
tematic uncertainty is the assumed form for the cos uB2D*l
distributions in the Monte Carlo simulation. The contribution
from this effect has been estimated by incorporating a 30%
fraction with a uniform distribution.
The absolute background fractions in the untagged sample
are given in Table VIII, where the uncertainties include both
statistical and systematic contributions.
The sum of the fractions of signal and background contri-
butions is constrained to unity. On this basis the signal com-
ponent is found to be f sig5(7864)% leading to an esti-
mated yield of 2904261500 B0→D*2l1n¯ signal events.
IV. FLAVOR TAGGING
After the daughter tracks of the reconstructed B are re-
moved, the remaining tracks are analyzed to determine the
flavor of the B tag , and this ensemble is assigned a tag flavor,
either B0 or B¯ 0.
We use four different types of flavor tag, or tagging cat-
egories, in this analysis. The first two tagging categories rely
upon the presence of a prompt lepton, or one or more
charged kaons in the event. The next two categories exploit a
variety of inputs with a neural-network algorithm. These tag-
ging categories are hierarchical and mutually exclusive.
To quantify the discriminating power of each tagging cat-
egory, we use as a figure of merit the effective tagging effi-
ciency Qi5e i(122wi)2, where e i is the fraction of events
associated to the tagging category i and wi is the mistag
fraction, the probability of incorrectly assigning the tag to an
event in this category. The statistical errors in the measure-
ments of sin 2b and Dmd are inversely proportional to
A( iQi.
The mistag fractions are measured with the Bflav data
sample. The results are shown in Sec. VII. The performance
of the tagging algorithm, A( iQi, was optimized and the neu-
ral networks were trained with Monte Carlo simulations
only. Differences between the tagging inputs in data and in
simulation may make the actual tagging algorithm somewhat
nonoptimal, but would not lead to a bias because the wrong-
tag fractions wi are measured directly with data, both for the
mixing and CP-violation measurements.
A. Lepton and kaon tags
The Lepton and Kaon tagging categories use the corre-
lation between the flavor of the decaying b quark and the
charge of a primary lepton from a semileptonic decay or the
charge of a kaon from the chain b→c→s .
For the Lepton category we use both electrons and
muons, which are required to pass the VeryTight and
Tight selection, respectively ~see Tables I and II!. A mini-
TABLE VIII. Sample composition in data as determined from
fits to the cos uB2D*l distributions. The fractions have been com-
puted without requiring tagging information. The dominant errors
are systematic except for f cc¯ , which is limited by the statistics.
f comb f off f BB¯ f B1→D*Xln¯
0.13960.028 0.00860.002 0.03960.018 0.03760.018
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mum requirement of 1.0 ~1.1! GeV/c on the electron ~muon!
center-of-mass momentum is applied to reduce the contami-
nation from softer, opposite-sign leptons coming from cas-
cade semileptonic decays of charm mesons. The center-of-
mass momentum spectra for electrons and muons are
compared to simulation in Fig. 10 for the Bflav sample, after
background subtraction based on the mES sideband events. In
each event, the electron or muon with the greatest center-of-
mass momentum is used for flavor tagging; for the tiny frac-
tion of events with both an electron and muon, the electron is
used due to its smaller misidentification rate.
The kaon content of the event is evaluated by taking the
sum of the charges of all kaons identified with a neural net-
work algorithm ~K subnet described below in Sec. IV B!. The
kaon identification algorithm has been set to maximize the
effective tagging efficiency Q. There are 0.8 charged kaons
per B decay, and roughly 15% of these have the wrong sign
~e.g. K2 from B0, rather than the expected K1!. Wrong-sign
kaons occur primarily in B decays to a charmed-anticharmed
pair of mesons. The momentum distributions are quite simi-
lar for right- and wrong-sign kaons; we find no kinematic
quantity that usefully distinguishes between them. The
center-of-mass momentum spectrum for charged kaons and
the distribution of charged kaon multiplicity are shown in
Fig. 11 for the Bflav sample.
An event with an identified high-momentum lepton is as-
signed to the Lepton category unless the sum of the charges
of any kaons present has the opposite sign. Next, events are
assigned to the Kaon category if the sum of the kaon charges
is nonzero. The charge of the lepton or sum of kaon charges
is used to assign the flavor of the B tag . All remaining events,
approximately 55% of the total including those with incon-
sistent lepton and kaon charge ~0.5% of all events in simu-
lation! and those with two oppositely-charged kaons ~4.6%
of all events in simulation!, are passed to the neural-network-
based categories.
B. Neural-network tags
Besides identified high-momentum leptons and charged
kaons, there are other features that can be used to determine
the flavor of the B tag , although not as easily or cleanly dis-
tinguishing. These include soft pions from D* decays, high-
momentum primary leptons that are not selected by the elec-
tron or muon identification algorithms, lower-momentum
primary leptons, and charged kaons that are not selected by
the kaon identification algorithm. These sources are com-
bined with a multivariate method; we use a sequence of neu-
ral networks to flavor-tag those events not assigned to the
Lepton or Kaon categories.
Three different track-based neural networks, called ‘‘sub-
nets,’’ are trained, each with a specific goal. The L, K, and
FIG. 10. Center-of-mass momentum distribution for ~a! elec-
trons and ~b! muons. Data from the Bflav sample, after background
subtraction based on the mES sideband, are shown as points. The
open histogram shows primary leptons, the cross-hatched histogram
cascade leptons, and the diagonally-hatched histogram fake leptons,
all from simulation. The simulation is normalized, with a residual
overall systematic error of 5%, to the total number of B0 decays in
data after background subtraction, not to the number of observed
leptons. The vertical lines at 1.0 GeV/c for electrons and 1.1 GeV/c
for muons indicate the requirement on center-of-mass momentum
for the lepton category.
FIG. 11. ~a! Center-of-mass momentum distribution for kaons
and ~b! kaon multiplicity per event. Data from the Bflav sample,
after background subtraction based on the mES sideband, are shown
as points. The histograms are from simulation. In ~a!, the diagonally
hatched histogram is from fake kaons, the cross-hatched histogram
is from kaons that have the wrong-sign charge, and the open histo-
gram is from kaons with the right-sign charge, all from simulation.
The simulation is normalized to the total number of B0 flavor can-
didates after background subtraction, not to the number of observed
kaons.
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SoftPi subnets are sensitive to the presence of primary
leptons, charged kaons and soft pions from D* decays, re-
spectively. Each subnet is applied to all tracks from the B tag .
The L subnet uses the binary output of the electron and
muon identification algorithms on the input track, the center-
of-mass momentum of the input track, and a pair of kine-
matic variables, EW
90 and cos uln , that separate primary lep-
tons from cascade leptons and other tracks.
The isolation variable, EW
90
, is given by the sum of the
energies of all tracks within 90° of the W direction. The W
momentum is inferred as the sum of the input track momen-
tum and the neutrino momentum, which we take to be the
missing momentum in the center-of-mass frame using all
charged tracks in the B tag . This variable is effective because
in a semileptonic decay the hadrons recoiling against the
virtual W would generally go off in the opposite direction.
The other kinematic variable used, cos uln , is the cosine of
the angle between the input track and the neutrino direction.
The distributions in the Bflav sample and simulation of EW
90
and cos uln are shown in Figs. 12a and 12b, for all events not
in the Lepton or Kaon category. The corresponding distribu-
tion of the L subnet output is shown in Fig. 13a.
The K subnet uses the input track momentum in the labo-
ratory frame, together with the three relative likelihoods
LK /(Lp1LK) for the SVT, the DCH and the DIRC. The
SVT and DCH likelihoods are derived from dE/dx measure-
ments, and the DIRC likelihood is calculated from a global
fit to the number of photons detected, their positions and
arrival times relative to the corresponding track. The distri-
bution of the K subnet output, again for events not in the
Lepton or Kaon category, is shown in Fig. 13b.
The SoftPi subnet uses the center-of-mass momentum
of the input track, the cosine of the angle of the input track
with the thrust axis cos uth , and the center-of-mass momen-
tum of the minimum momentum track. The thrust axis is
determined from all charged tracks and neutral clusters in the
B tag . The direction of any D* in the decay of the B tag is
approximated by the direction of the thrust axis. Thus soft
pions from D* decays, which are aligned with the D* direc-
tion in the center-of-mass frame, tend to be correlated with
the thrust axis. The distribution of cos uth is shown for low
center-of-mass momentum tracks in Fig. 12c, comparing the
Bflav sample with simulation for all events not in the Lepton
or Kaon category. The corresponding distribution of the
SoftPi subnet output is shown in Fig. 13c.
The outputs of the three subnets are among the inputs to a
final neural network, which is trained to distinguish between
B0 and B¯ 0. The variables used as inputs to the final network
include the maximal values of the L and SoftPi subnet
outputs, each multiplied by the charge of the corresponding
input track, and the highest and the second-highest values of
the K subnet output again multiplied by the charge of the
corresponding input tracks. The two other inputs to the final
neural network are the center-of-mass momentum of the
maximum momentum track multiplied by its charge, and the
number of tracks with significant impact parameters. The
latter is an indicator of the presence of KS
0 mesons. The dis-
tribution of the center-of-mass momentum for all tracks is
shown in Fig. 12d.
The output from the final neural network, xNT , is mapped
onto the interval @21, 1#. The assigned flavor tag is B0 if xNT
is negative, and B¯ 0 otherwise. Events with uxNTu.0.5 are
assigned to the NT1 tagging category and events with 0.2
,uxNTu,0.5 to the NT2 tagging category. Events with
uxNTu,0.2, approximately 30% of the total, have very little
tagging power and are rejected. The distribution of xNT for
all events not assigned to the Lepton or Kaon category is
shown in Fig. 14a.
Most of the separation between B0 and B¯ 0 in the NT1 and
NT2 tagging categories derives from primary leptons that are
not identified as electrons or muons and from soft pions from
D* decays. Simulation studies indicate that roughly 37% of
the effective tagging efficiency Q is due to events with uni-
dentified primary leptons, 28% is due to events with a soft
pion, a further 11% from events with a lower momentum
primary lepton, and the remainder from a mixture of the
various inputs. This classification is shown for the NT1 and
NT2 categories in Fig. 14b for a simulation of B0 decays.
The modest disagreements between Monte Carlo simulation
and data that are evident in the distributions of the subnet
output variables shown in Fig. 13 lead to a difference in the
predicted value of Q5(3.060.1)% and (1.460.1)% for
NT1 and NT2 categories in simulation versus (2.560.4)%
and (1.260.3)% as measured in data.
FIG. 12. Inputs to the subnets: ~a! EW
90
, ~b! cos uln , ~c! cos uth for
low center-of-mass momentum tracks (p*,0.18 GeV/c), and ~d!
the center-of-mass momentum for all tracks. The points are data
from the Bflav sample after background subtraction based on the mES
sideband, and the histogram is simulation. For cos uth the diagonally
hatched histogram shows the contribution from soft p coming from
D* decays, and for the other distributions shows the component
from primary leptons. The simulation is normalized to the total
number of B0 flavor candidates after the background subtraction.
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V. TIME DIFFERENCE MEASUREMENT
The difference between B decay times, Dt5t rec2t tag , is
determined from the measured separation Dz between the
vertex of the reconstructed B meson (B rec) and the vertex of
the flavor-tagging B meson (B tag) along the z axis. The Dz
resolution is dominated by the z position resolution for the
B tag vertex.
A. Dz reconstruction
In the reconstruction of the B rec vertex, we use all charged
daughter tracks. Daughter tracks from KS
0 and D candidates
are first fit to a separate vertex and the resulting parent mo-
mentum and position are used in the fit to the B rec vertex.
Mass constraints, which include neutral daughters, are used
for D candidates but not for D*2, J/c and c(2S) candi-
dates. The rms resolution in z for the B rec vertex in Monte
Carlo simulation is about 65 mm for more than 99% of the B
candidates, and 40 mm for about 80% of the candidates. As
described in Sec. V E, the resolution is about 5% worse in
data than in Monte Carlo simulation.
The vertex for the B tag decay is constructed from all
tracks in the event except the daughters of B rec . For fully
reconstructed modes, an additional constraint is provided by
the calculated B tag production point and three-momentum,
with its associated error matrix. This is determined from the
knowledge of the three momentum of the fully reconstructed
B rec candidate, its decay vertex and error matrix, and from
the knowledge of the average position of the interaction
point and the Y(4S) average boost ~see Fig. 15!. The aver-
age beam spot position and the angle of the beam in the
detector are updated once per run, while the beam energies
are recorded more frequently for any change above 0.05
MeV. These B tag parameters are used as input to a geometri-
cal fit to a single vertex, including all other tracks in the
event except those used to reconstruct B rec . In order to re-
duce bias and tails due to long-lived particles, KS
0 and L0
candidates are used as input to the fit in place of their daugh-
ters. In addition, tracks consistent with photon conversions
(g→e1e2) are excluded. To reduce contributions from
charm decay products, which bias the determination of the
vertex position, the track with the largest vertex x2 contribu-
tion greater than 6 is removed and the fit is redone until no
track fails the x2 requirement. In Monte Carlo simulation,
the rms of the core and tail Gaussian components of the
FIG. 13. Output of the subnets for events not assigned to the
Lepton or Kaon categories: ~a! L subnet, ~b! K subnet, and ~c!
SoftPi subnet. The points are data from the Bflav sample after
background subtraction based on the mES sideband, and the histo-
gram is simulation. For each distribution, the filled portion of the
histogram shows the component with a B0 ~singly hatched! or B¯ 0
~cross-hatched! tag from the full neural network algorithm that
arises from true primary leptons, kaons, or soft pions respectively.
Note that the latter has the opposite charge correlation with the B0
tag. The simulation is normalized to the total number of B0 flavor
candidates after background subtraction.
FIG. 14. ~a! Output of the final neural network for Bflav events
that are not assigned to the Lepton or Kaon category, where the
points are from the Bflav data after a background subtraction and the
histogram is simulation; ~b! neural network output from simulation
of single B0 decays with no time evolution, again for events not in
the Lepton or Kaon category. The breakdown from bottom to top is
events with two kaons or a kaon and lepton (KK1KL), events with
a soft pion ~soft p!, events with a high momentum unidentified
lepton ~HPUL!, events with a lower momentum lepton ~LPL!, and
all remaining events. The outermost bins correspond to the category
NT1 and the next to NT2. Entries for xNT.0.0 represent correct
tags, while those for xNT,0 are mistags in each of the categories.
The center bin contains events for which no tag is assigned.
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residual Dz distribution ~measured Dz minus true Dz! is 190
mm. We fit this residual distribution to the sum of three
Gaussian distributions and find that the rms of the narrowest
Gaussian, which contains 70% of the area, is about 100 mm.
Only 1% of the area is in the widest Gaussian.
The absolute scale of the measurement of Dz depends on
the assumed positions of the silicon wafers in the SVT. These
positions are determined from a combination of survey mea-
surements made before the SVT was installed and measure-
ments of the positions of individual SVT modules, each con-
taining several silicon wafers, made with high-momentum
charged particles that traverse the SVT. We check the abso-
lute scale comparing the known positions of distinct me-
chanical features at each end of the beampipe ~about 18 cm
apart! with the apparent position measured with charged
tracks in the SVT. The locations of these mechanical features
are measured from the positions of track vertices at least 2
cm from the interaction point that contain a well-identified
proton, which are mainly due to e6-nucleon interactions in
material. The measured distance in z between these mechani-
cal features is in agreement with the known distance to a
precision of 0.2%. We conservatively enlarge this to 0.4% to
account for any additional uncertainty in extrapolating to the
interaction point.
B. Dt measurement
By far the dominant limitation on the accuracy with
which Dt is determined from the measured decay length dif-
ference Dz is the experimental resolution on the Dz mea-
surement. The next most significant limitation is the B meson
momentum of about 340 MeV/c in the Y(4S) rest frame.
We partially correct for this effect, as described below. The
impact on the Dt measurement of the spread in the two beam
energies, which results in a distribution of Y(4S) momenta
with a Gaussian width of about 6 MeV/c , is negligible. Fi-
nally, we correct for the 20 mrad angle between the Y(4S)
boost direction ~the z axis in the following discussion! and
the axis of symmetry of the detector, along which we mea-
sure the separation between vertices.
Neglecting the B momentum in the Y(4S) frame, we can
write
Dz5bgcDt , ~21!
where bg is the Y(4S) boost factor. The average value for
the boost factor is bg50.55. The boost factor is calculated
directly from the beam energies, which are monitored every
5 seconds, and has an uncertainty of 0.1%.
In the case of a fully reconstructed B rec , we measure with
good precision the momentum direction of the reconstructed
candidate, which can be used to correct for the B momentum
in the Y(4S) frame. However, the correction depends on the
sum of the decay times, t rec1t tag , which can only be deter-
mined with very poor resolution. We use the estimate t rec
1t tag5tB1uDtu to correct for the measured B rec momentum
direction and extract Dt from the following expression:
Dz5bgg rec* cDt1gb rec* g rec* cos u rec* c~tB1uDtu!, ~22!
where u rec* , b rec* , and g rec* are the polar angle with respect to
the beam direction, the velocity, and the boost factor of the
B rec in the Y(4S) frame. The difference between Dt calcu-
lated with Eq. ~21! and Eq. ~22! is very small because g rec*
51.002 and b rec* 50.064. The event-by-event difference in
Dt calculated with the two methods has an rms of 0.20 ps.
Equation ~22! improves the Dt resolution by about 5%. In
addition, it removes a correlation between the resolution on
Dt and the true value of Dt . This correlation is due to the
fact that the rms of the second term in Eq. ~22! depends on
the expectation value of (t rec1t tag)2, which in turn depends
on uDtu. Equation ~22! is used for all B decays to hadronic
final states, while Eq. ~21! is used for semileptonic modes
since the B direction cannot be measured for these decays.
C. Vertex quality requirements
A number of requirements are made in order to ensure a
well-determined vertex separation. The fit for both the B rec
and B tag vertex must converge. Also, the error on Dt deter-
mined from the vertex fit must be less than 2.4 ps and uDtu
must be less than 20 ps. The efficiency for passing these
requirements in data and Monte Carlo simulation is about
97% for all B rec modes. From the Monte Carlo simulation,
we find that the reconstruction efficiency does not depend on
the true value of Dt .
The B rec sample is used both to extract the B0-B¯ 0 mixing
frequency and to measure the mistag probabilities for the
analysis of time-dependent CP-violating asymmetries. While
the CP measurement is statistically limited, the mixing mea-
surement has a statistical precision of a few percent. There-
fore, in order to reduce systematic uncertainties in the mix-
ing measurement, more restrictive vertex criteria are imposed
for the B rec sample used for the mixing measurement than for
the CP and B rec samples used for the CP measurement. How-
ever, as described in Sec. VIII C 5, the more restrictive crite-
ria are also used as a cross-check in the CP measurement. In
FIG. 15. Schematic view of the geometry in the yz plane for a
Y(4S)→BB¯ decay. For fully reconstructed decay modes, the line
of flight of the B tag can be estimated from the ~reverse! momentum
vector and the vertex position of B rec , and from the beam spot
position in the xy plane and the Y(4S) average boost. Note that the
scale in the y direction is substantially magnified compared to that
in the z direction.
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order to reduce further the contributions from charm decay
products in the mixing analysis, a track is not used in the
reconstruction of the B tag vertex if it is identified as a kaon
according to the kaon identification algorithm used for tag-
ging ~see Sec. IV A!. The maximum allowed error on Dt
determined from the vertex fit is decreased from 2.4 ps for
the samples used for the CP measurement to 1.4 ps for the
sample used for the mixing measurement. The efficiency to
pass these two additional criteria is about 87% in data. All
figures in this section are obtained with the vertex selection
criteria applied in the CP analysis.
D. Dt resolution function
The Dt resolution function is represented in terms of d t
5Dt2Dt true by a sum of three Gaussian distributions ~called
the core, tail and outlier components! with different means
and widths:
R~d t ; aˆ !5 (
k51
2 f k
SksDtA2p
expS 2 ~d t2bksDt!22~SksDt!2 D
1
f 3
s3A2p
expS 2 d t22s32D . ~23!
For the core and tail Gaussians, we use the measurement
error sDt derived from the vertex fit for each event but allow
two separate scale factors S1 and S2 to accommodate an
overall underestimate (Sk.1) or overestimate (Sk,1) of
the errors for all events. Figure 16a illustrates the correlation
between the rms of d t and sDt in Monte Carlo simulation.
The core and tail Gaussian distributions are allowed to have
a nonzero mean to account for residual charm decay products
included in the B tag vertex. In the resolution function, these
mean offsets are scaled by the event-by-event measurement
error sDt to account for an observed correlation shown in
Fig. 16b between the mean of the d t distribution and the
measurement error sDt in Monte Carlo simulation. This cor-
relation is due to the fact that, in B decays, the vertex error
ellipse for the D decay products is oriented with its major
axis along the D flight direction, leading to a correlation
between the D flight direction and the calculated uncertainty
on the vertex position in z for the B tag candidate. In addition,
the flight length of the D in the z direction is correlated with
its flight direction. Therefore, the bias in the measured B tag
position due to inclusion of D decay products is correlated
with the D flight direction. Taking into account these two
correlations, we conclude that D mesons that have a flight
direction perpendicular to the z axis in the laboratory frame
will have the best z resolution and will introduce the least
bias in a measurement of the z position of the B tag vertex,
while D mesons that travel forward in the laboratory will
have poorer z resolution and will introduce a larger bias in
the measurement of the B tag vertex.
Monte Carlo simulations confirm the expectation that the
resolution function is less biased for events with a primary
lepton tag than those with a kaon tag. Therefore, the mean of
the core Gaussian is allowed to be different for each tagging
category. One common mean is used for the tail component.
The third Gaussian has a fixed width of 8 ps and no offset; it
accounts for the fewer than 1% of events with incorrectly
reconstructed vertices. The resolution parameters extracted
from the full likelihood fits to the Dt distributions are shown
in Table XIII for the mixing analysis and in Table XVI for
the CP analysis.
Since the B tag vertex precision dominates the Dt resolu-
tion, no significant differences between the Dt resolution
function for the flavor-eigenstate sample and the CP-
eigenstate sample are expected. Hence, identical resolution
functions are used for all modes. This assumption is sup-
ported by Monte Carlo simulation and addressed in the
evaluation of systematic errors. Figure 17 shows the distri-
bution of the uncertainties on Dt (sDt) from the fit to Dz for
the flavor-eigenstate sample, and the combined hCP
521@J/cKS
0
,c(2S)KS0,xc1KS0# and J/cK*0 samples. Also
shown is a comparison between data and Monte Carlo pre-
diction for the two samples, since Monte Carlo simulation is
used to evaluate the systematic error contribution. The
flavor-eigenstate and CP-eigenstate distributions need not be
the same under our assumption of a common resolution func-
tion, since the topologies and multiplicities of the B rec decays
are different. The agreement between the data and Monte
Carlo simulation is satisfactory, particularly given the statis-
tical uncertainties for the CP sample.
E. Checks and control samples
Two of the fundamental assumptions in this analysis are
that the Dt resolution function for the sample of flavor-
eigenstate modes is the same as that for CP events, and that
FIG. 16. Correlation between the event-by-event error on Dt
(sDt) and ~a! the observed rms and ~b! offset of the mean for d t
5Dt2Dt true from Monte Carlo simulation.
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the event-by-event vertex errors provide a good measure of
the relative uncertainty on the Dz measurement from event
to event. In this section, we describe several studies that have
been done to validate these assumptions. We compare vari-
ous distributions for the CP and flavor-eigenstate samples, in
both data and Monte Carlo simulation. We take advantage of
the small vertical size of the beam to measure the resolution
for the B rec and the B tag vertices in the vertical direction. We
also study the vertex resolution for a sample of D*1 candi-
dates from cc¯ events and for continuum events in data and
Monte Carlo simulation.
1. Comparison of flavor-eigenstate and CP samples
In Fig. 18, we compare various properties of the flavor-
eigenstate sample with the combined hCP521 and J/cK*0
samples. These include the x2 probability for the vertex fits,
the number of tracks used in the B tag vertex, and the momen-
tum in the Y(4S) rest frame and polar angle in the labora-
tory frame of tracks used in the B tag vertex. Good agreement
in all variables is observed between the two data samples.
A similar comparison of the momentum and polar-angle
distribution of tracks in data and Monte Carlo simulation
also shows good agreement. However, there are modest dis-
crepancies for the x2 probability for the vertex fits and the
number of tracks used in the B tag vertex. The agreement
improves when we include residual misalignments between
the SVT silicon modules in the Monte Carlo simulation. Sys-
tematic uncertainties due to residual SVT misalignments in
data are discussed in Secs. VII B 1 and VIII B.
As expected, there are no significant differences observed
in comparisons between the CP modes used in the sin 2b
analysis. However, comparisons between the CP and flavor-
eigenstate samples, in data as well as in the Monte Carlo
simulation, show that the CP events have a slightly better Dz
resolution. For example, in Monte Carlo simulation the most
probable value for sDt is about 0.017 ps ~3%! worse for the
Bflav sample, as can be seen by comparing the distributions in
Figs. 17a and 17b. This is due to the fact that the BCP vertex
is better determined because tracks in the lower-multiplicity
CP final states generally have higher momentum. We ac-
count for this effect in the likelihood fit by using the calcu-
lated event-by-event errors, as described in Sec. V D. Indeed,
for Monte Carlo simulation, the pull distributions for Dt ~de-
fined as the difference between the fitted and generated value
divided by the calculated error! are nearly Gaussian with unit
width for both the BCP and Bflav samples. Any residual effect
due to differences in the observed scale factors in data is
included as a systematic uncertainty ~see Sec. VIII B! and
found to be negligible.
2. Vertex resolution in vertical direction
Since the size of the PEP-II beam is only about 10 mm in
the vertical ~y! direction, the measured distance Dy between
the B rec or B tag vertex and the nominal beam spot position in
the y direction can be used to compare the resolution for the
CP and flavor-eigenstate samples, and to evaluate the accu-
racy of the event-by-event errors s(Dy). The average beam-
spot y position is determined with a precision of better than a
few microns with two-track events for each data run ~ap-
proximately one hour of recorded data!. There is a non-
negligible contribution to Dy of ’25 mm ~rms! due to the B
lifetime and the transverse momentum of the B.
The distance in y between the B tag vertex and the beam
spot is used to measure the B tag vertex resolution and bias in
y. In Fig. 19, we show the distribution of Dy /s(Dy) for the
B tag vertex for the flavor-eigenstate and CP samples, in data
and Monte Carlo simulation. The rms of the Dy /s(Dy) dis-
tribution is 1.3 and 1.4 for Monte Carlo simulation and data,
respectively. No statistically significant biases are observed.
Similar results are obtained for the B rec vertex resolution.
In addition, good agreement in the resolution on the y posi-
tion is observed between the flavor-eigenstate sample and the
CP sample. The resolution is about 5% worse in data than in
Monte Carlo simulation.
3. Vertex resolution in continuum events
Two samples have been used to cross-check the reliability
of the resolution function extracted from the likelihood fit as
well as the discrepancies between data and Monte Carlo
simulation: a sample of 109000 D*1 candidates from cc¯
events and a sample of off-resonance data.
For the first sample, we reconstruct high-momentum D*1
candidates in the mode D*1→D0p1, followed by D0
→K2p1, K2p1p0, or K2p1p2p1, and then use the re-
FIG. 17. Distribution of event-by-event uncertainties on Dt
(sDt) for ~a! the sample of neutral B decays to flavor eigenstates
other than J/cK*0(K1p2) and ~b! the combined hCP521
@J/cKS
0
,c(2S)KS0,xc1KS0# and J/cK*0 samples. The histogram
corresponds to Monte Carlo simulation and the points with error
bars to data. All distributions have been background-subtracted with
events from the mES sideband. The Monte Carlo distribution has
been normalized to the same area as the data distribution.
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mainder of the charged tracks in the event ~fragmentation
particles and recoil charm decay products! to determine a
vertex position with the standard B tag vertex algorithm. Since
position information for the D*1 vertex is poor, due to scat-
tering of the slow pion, and the D*1 decay point coincides
with the e1e2 interaction point, a beam-spot constraint is
used for the D*1. In Fig. 20, we show the distribution of the
distance along the z axis between the D*1 vertex and the
vertex formed from the rest of the tracks in the event Dz , as
well as Dz divided by the event-by-event error on Dz , for
both data and Monte Carlo simulation.
In Monte Carlo simulation, the resolution on z for the
D*1 candidate is ’90 mm, very similar to that for B rec ver-
tices. However, the momentum spectrum of fragmentation
tracks in cc¯ events is softer than that for tracks from B de-
cays, while D mesons are more energetic in the D*1 control
sample than in B decays. Therefore, a slightly more asym-
metric resolution function is expected for the D*1 control
sample compared to that for B events, as shown in Fig. 20a.
Comparison of distributions of several sensitive variables
~such as the number of tracks used in the vertex, and the
momentum and polar angle of the tracks! shows small dif-
ferences between D*1 and B events.
The rms of the distance between the D*1 vertex and the
vertex formed from the rest of the tracks in the events is
about 220 mm in the Monte Carlo simulation. Fitting this
distribution to the sum of three Gaussians, we find a resolu-
tion of about 140 mm for 97% of the events, compared to
150 mm for 99% of the B0B¯ 0 events. Only small differences
are observed in the distribution of Dz/s(Dz), as illustrated
in Fig. 20b. Therefore, the sample can be used to confirm the
resolution and scale factors extracted from the likelihood fit,
as well as to compare how well the Monte Carlo simulation
reproduces the data.
The distributions are fit to the sum of three Gaussian dis-
tributions with different widths and means. The width of the
third Gaussian is fixed to 2.0 mm. From the fit results, we
come to the following conclusions:
~1! The event-by-event errors on Dz are underestimated by
about 10% in data ~Fig. 20b!.
~2! The bias in the resolution function due to charm decay
products that is observed in data is well reproduced by
the Monte Carlo simulation as shown in Figs. 20a and
20b.
~3! The resolution measured in the data is about 5% worse
than that predicted by the Monte Carlo simulation ~Fig.
20a!.
These results will be compared with those obtained from the
likelihood fit to the B events, described in Sec. VIII A.
FIG. 18. Distributions of ~a! x2 probability of the B tag vertex fit, ~b! number of charged tracks and V0 candidates used in the B tag vertex,
~c! momentum in the center-of-mass frame, and ~d! polar angle in the laboratory frame for tracks in the B tag vertex, for the flavor-eigenstate
~histograms! and the combined hCP521 and J/cK*0 ~points with errors bars! data samples. All distributions have been background-
subtracted with events from the mES sideband. The flavor-eigenstate distributions have been normalized to the same area as the distributions
from the combined hCP521 and J/cK*0 samples.
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The second control sample is obtained from off-resonance
data alone. Charged tracks from these continuum events are
randomly split into two sets, and the vertex of each set is
found with the same algorithm used to determine the B tag
vertex. In this case the B tag vertex reconstruction strategy is
applied to both vertices in the event, so that this sample
provides an unbiased estimation of the resolution, suitable
for comparisons between data and Monte Carlo simulation.
Results from this study are compatible with those reported
above.
F. Comparison of 1999–2000 and 2001 performance
The internal alignment of the SVT has improved signifi-
cantly for the reconstruction of the 2001 data set ~run 2!
compared to 1999–2000 ~run 1!. Therefore, we expect better
resolution and event-by-event errors on Dt for run 2, which
requires the use of separate resolution functions for the two
data sets.
FIG. 19. Distributions of the measured distance in the vertical
direction Dy between the B tag vertex and the beam spot position,
divided by the event-by-event error on the measured distance
s(Dy) for each event: ~a! Monte Carlo simulation ~histogram! and
data ~points with error bars! for the flavor-eigenstate sample; ~b!
flavor-eigenstate ~histogram!, and hCP521 and J/cK*0 ~points
with error bars! samples in data. All distributions have been
background-subtracted with events from the mES sideband. In ~a!,
the data distribution has been normalized to the same area as the
Monte Carlo simulation distribution; in ~b! the combined hCP
521 and J/cK*0 data distribution has been normalized to the
same area as the flavor-eigenstate distribution.
FIG. 20. ~a! Dz and ~b! Dz/s(Dz) distributions for the D*1
control sample in data ~points with error bars! and Monte Carlo
simulation ~solid histogram!. For comparison, the difference be-
tween the measured Dz and true Dz for hCP521 and J/cK*0
events in Monte Carlo simulation is also shown ~dashed histogram!.
All distributions are normalized to unit area.
FIG. 21. Comparison of the distributions of ~a! Dz and ~b!
Dz/s(Dz) for the D*1 control sample described in Sec. V E 3, for
run 1 ~points! and run 2 ~histogram! data. All distributions are nor-
malized to unit area.
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The differences in resolution and event-by-event errors
for run 1 and run 2 are illustrated in Fig. 21, where a com-
parison of the distributions for Dz and Dz/s(Dz) in the
D*1 control sample described in Sec. V E 3 is shown. From
the separate analysis of the two data sets, we conclude the
following:
~1! The event-by-event errors on Dz are underestimated by
15% ~5%! for the run 1 ~run 2! data set ~Fig. 21b!.
~2! There is no statistically significant difference in the bias
between the two data sets.
~3! The resolution for the run 1 data set is about 15% worse
than that for run 2 ~Fig. 21a!.
The improved quality of the event-by-event errors in run
2 is also illustrated in Fig. 22, where we compare the distri-
butions of x2 probability for the B tag vertex fit with the
flavor-eigenstate data sample selected from the two different
data periods.
VI. LIKELIHOOD FIT METHOD
The value of sin 2b is extracted from the tagged BCP
sample with an unbinned maximum-likelihood technique
based on ln LCP and the probability density functions F6 of
Eq. ~11!. However, the dilutions Di and Dz resolution param-
eters aˆ i are also needed for the measurement. Assuming that
mistag rates and vertex resolutions do not depend on the
particular channel used to reconstruct the B meson, these
parameters are best determined with the much larger mixing
sample, since they also appear in Lmix . In order to properly
incorporate the correlations between these parameters and
sin 2b, the fit is performed by simultaneously maximizing
the sum
ln LCP1ln Lmix ~24!
for the combined tagged Bflav and BCP samples. The values
of B0 lifetime and Dmd are kept fixed in extracting sin 2b.
The value of Dmd is obtained with an unbinned
maximum-likelihood fit to the tagged Bflav sample alone,
where the log-likelihood ln Lmix is maximized while keeping
the B0 lifetime fixed.
A. Mistag asymmetries
The probabilities of mistagging a B0 or B¯ 0 meson are
expected to be very nearly, but not exactly, equal. For ex-
ample, the response of the detector to positive pions and
kaons differs from its response to negative pions and kaons
due to differences in total and charge-exchange cross sec-
tions. To account for any possible mistag differences, we
introduce separate mistag probabilities w for B0 and w¯ for B¯ 0
with the conventions
^w&5 12 ~w1w¯ !; Dw5~w2w¯ !
D5122w; D¯ 5122w¯
^D&5 12 ~D1D¯ !; DD5~D2D¯ !.
The time distributions for the mixing and CP samples will
thus depend on whether the tag was identified as a B0 or a
B¯ 0, resulting in modifications to the expressions for mixing
time development @Eq. ~4!#
h6 ,tag5B0}@~11 12 DD!6^D&cos DmdDt#
~25!
h6 ,tag5B¯ 0}@~12 12 DD!6^D&cos DmdDt# ,
where the 6 in the index refers to mixed ~2! and unmixed
~1! events as before, and for CP violation time development
@Eq. ~8!#
f 6}@~16 12 DD!7^D&hCP sin 2b sin DmdDt# , ~26!
where the 6 in the index refers to events where B tag is a
B0 ~1! and B¯ 0 ~2! and we have taken ulu51.
B. Background modeling
In the presence of backgrounds, the probability distribu-
tion functions H6 of Eq. ~5! and F6 of Eq. ~11! must be
extended to include a term for each significant background
source. The backgrounds for the flavor eigenstates and hCP
521 modes are quite small and are mostly combinatoric in
nature. However, for the B0→J/cKL0 and B0→J/cK*0
channels the backgrounds are substantial and originate
mainly from other B→J/cX modes that have, to a very good
approximation, the same flavor tagging and Dt resolution
properties as the signal. The background properties of the
flavor eigenstates, hCP521 modes, and the non-J/c back-
ground in the B0→J/cKL0 channel are determined empiri-
cally from sideband events in the data.
1. Background formulation for flavor eigenstates
and hCP˜À1 modes
The background parametrizations are allowed to differ for
each tagging category. Each event belongs to a particular
tagging category i. In addition, the event is classified as ei-
FIG. 22. Comparison of the x2 probability distributions of the
B tag vertex fit for the flavor-eigenstate data samples in run 1 and run
2. The distributions have been background-subtracted with events
from the mES sideband. The area of each distribution equals the
total number of events in the corresponding sample.
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ther mixed ~2! or unmixed ~1! for a flavor eigenstate or by
whether B tag was a B0 ~1! or a B¯ 0 ~2! for a CP eigenstate.
Thus background distributions j must be specified for each
possibility (1/2 ,i), so that the full likelihood function be-
comes
H6 ,i5 f i ,sigflav H6~Dt;G ,Dmd ,wi , aˆ i!
1 f i ,peakflav B6 ,i ,peakflav ~Dt; aˆ i!
1 (j5bkgd f i , j
flavB6 ,i , jflav ~Dt;bˆ i! ~27!
for flavor eigenstates, and
F6 ,i5 f i ,sigCP F6~Dt;G ,Dmd ,wi ,sin 2b , aˆ i!
1 f i ,peakCP B6 ,i ,peakCP ~Dt; aˆ i!
1 (j5bkgd f i , j
CPB6 ,i , jCP ~Dt;bˆ i! ~28!
for CP eigenstates.
The fraction of background events for each source and
tagging category is a function of mES and is given by f i , j .
The peaking and combinatorial background PDFs, B6 ,i ,peak
and B6 ,i , j , provide an empirical description of the Dt distri-
bution of the background events in the sample, including a
resolution function parametrized by aˆ i and bˆ i , respectively.
These distributions are normalized such that, for each i and j,
E
2‘
‘
~B1 ,i , j1B2 ,i , j!dDt51. ~29!
The probability that a B0 candidate is a signal or a back-
ground event is determined from a separate fit to the ob-
served mES distributions of Bflav or BCP candidates with
hCP521. We describe the mES shape with a single Gaussian
distribution S(mES) for the signal and an ARGUS parametri-
zation A(mES) for the background @Eq. ~17!#. Based on this
fit, the event-by-event signal and background probabilities
that appear as the relative weights for the various signal and
background terms in Eqs. ~27! and ~28! are given by
f i ,sig~mES!5
~12dpeak!S~mES!
S~mES!1A~mES!
f i ,peak~mES!5
dpeakS~mES!
S~mES!1A~mES! ~30!
(j5bkgd f i , j~mES!5
A~mES!
S~mES!1A~mES! .
The fraction dpeak of the signal Gaussian distribution that is
due to peaking backgrounds is determined from Monte Carlo
simulation.
Backgrounds arise from many different sources. Rather
than attempting to determine the various physics contribu-
tions we use an empirical description in the likelihood fit,
allowing for background components with various time de-
pendencies. For the Bflav sample, the background time distri-
butions considered, each with its own effective dilution fac-
tor Di and either a common resolution function R(d t ;bˆ i) or
the signal resolution function R(d t5Dt2Dt true ; aˆ i), are
B6 ,i ,1flav 5 12 ~16Di ,1flav!d~Dt true! ^ R~d t ;bˆ i!,
B6 ,i ,2flav 5 14 G i ,2flav~16Di ,2flav!
3e2G i ,2
flavuDt trueu ^ R~d t ;bˆ i!,
~31!
B6 ,i ,3flav 5 14 G i ,3flav~16Di ,3flav cos Dmi ,3Dt true!
3e2G i ,3
flavuDt trueu ^ R~d t ;bˆ i!,
B6 ,i ,peakflav 5 14 G i ,peak~16Di ,peakflav cos Dmi ,peakDt true!
3e2G i ,peak
flav uDt trueu ^ R~d t ; aˆ i!,
corresponding to prompt, nonprompt, and mixing back-
ground components, as well as a peaking contribution. For
the hCP521 sample, the possible background contributions
are
B6 ,i ,1CP 5 14 d~Dt true! ^ R~d t ;bˆ i!,
B6 ,i ,2CP 5 14 G i ,2~16Di ,2CP sin DmdDt true!
3e2G i ,2
CPuDt trueu ^ R~d t ;bˆ i!, ~32!
B6 ,i ,peakCP 5 14 G i ,peak~16Di ,peakCP sin DmdDt true!
3e2Gpeak
CP uDt trueu ^ R~d t ; aˆ i!,
corresponding to prompt and CP background components, as
well as a peaking contribution.
The likelihood fit includes as free parameters the relative
fractions of prompt versus nonprompt background, as well as
apparent lifetimes, mixing frequencies and dilutions, and
common effective resolution parameters bˆ i that best describe
the events with high weights for being background in the
Bflav and BCP samples. Roughly, uds continuum, short-lived
charm continuum, and short-lived BB¯ backgrounds fall into
the prompt category, while some fraction of long-lived
charm and BB¯ are treated as nonprompt. The standard vertex
algorithms are of course applied to all candidates in the Bflav
and BCP samples. Thus, the B rec vertex fit must converge and
the usual procedure is applied to obtain a self-consistent ver-
tex for the remaining tracks on the tag side of the event,
irrespective of whether the candidate event is eventually
classified as signal or background. To maintain a parallel
treatment with the signal PDF, an effective resolution func-
tion R(d t ;bˆ i) is used to scale the result of the calculated
uncertainty on Dz for background events. The actual choice
of background parameters is described in Sec. VI D below,
along with additional assumptions.
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2. Background formulation for B0\JÕcKL0
The higher background level in the B0→J/cKL0 channel
requires a more extensive treatment of its properties. As dis-
cussed in Sec. III D, the data are used to determine the rela-
tive fraction of signal, background from B→J/cX events,
and events with a misreconstructed J/c→ll candidate.
Along with a Monte Carlo simulation of the channels that
contribute to the B→J/cX background, this information is
used to formulate the PDF model. In addition, some of the
J/cX background modes, such as B0→J/cK*0 and B0
→J/cKS0, have a nonzero CP asymmetry (hCP), as given
in Table VI. The value of the asymmetry in B0
→J/cK*0(KL0p0) is taken from the measurement of R’
50.16060.03260.014 in Ref. @13#. The probability density
functions F6 of Eq. ~11! are modified to include contribu-
tions for each of the B→J/cX channels a specified in Table
VI and the non-J/c background component. The complete
PDF is given by
F6 ,i5 f i ,k ,sig~DE !F6~Dt;G ,Dmd ,wi ,sin 2b , aˆ i!
1 (
a5J/cX
f i ,k ,a~DE !
3F6~Dt;G ,Dmd ,hCP ,a ,wi ,sin 2b , aˆ i!
1 f i ,k ,non2J/c~DE !B6KL~Dt;bˆ !. ~33!
Each event is classified according to its flavor tagging cat-
egory ~i!, flavor tag value ~6!, and the KL
0 reconstruction
category ~k!, which is either EMC or IFR. The signal fraction
f i ,k ,sig and background fractions f i ,k ,a and f i ,k ,non-J/c are de-
termined as a function of DE and are the same for all tagging
categories. The shape of the signal and background DE func-
tions are determined either from data ~non-J/c contribution!
or from Monte Carlo samples ~signal and J/cX background!.
The normalizations *210 MeV
10 MeV f d(DE) are determined from
Tables VI and VII so that
E
210 MeV
10 MeV F f i ,k ,sig~DE !1 f i ,k ,non-J/c~DE !
1 (
J/cX
f i ,k ,a~DE !Gd~DE !51. ~34!
The non-J/c background PDF is given by
B6KL5Ft50B6 ,i ,1CP 1~12Ft50!B6 ,i ,2CP ~35!
where the dilutions Di ,2CP50 and the prompt fraction Ft50 ,
effective decay width G i ,2 , and Dt resolutions parameters bˆ
are fixed to values obtained from an external fit to the m(ll)
sideband events as given in Table IX. The resolution function
R(Dt;bˆ ) is defined in Eq. ~23! with f 350.005 and with core
bias d1 equal for all tagging categories.
The J/cKL
0 sample has significant background, primarily
from other J/c modes. The Monte Carlo simulation is used
to check the flavor tagging efficiency of the inclusive J/c
background relative to the signal for the KL
0 mode. The in-
clusive J/c background fraction in the simulation is consis-
tent across the flavor tagging categories to within a few
percent. The flavor tagging efficiency for the fake-J/c back-
ground, determined from the J/c sideband, is also roughly
consistent with signal. The composition of the J/cKL
0 sample
is determined from a fit of the DE spectrum before flavor
tagging. We assume the inclusive J/c and fake-J/c back-
ground fractions are independent of flavor tag in the nominal
fit and adjust the fractions as a function of tagging category,
based on the Monte Carlo simulation and J/c sideband, in
order to determine systematic errors.
Some of the decay modes in the inclusive J/c back-
ground, such as J/cK*0 and J/cKS
0
, have an expected CP
asymmetry. The mistag fractions for all CP modes in the
inclusive J/c background are determined with the Monte
Carlo simulation and found to be consistent with the values
for the signal. We assume that the signal mistag fractions
apply to the CP modes in the inclusive J/c background.
The Dt resolution for the B→J/cX background should
be very similar to the signal resolution. However, extra
tracks associated with B1→J/cX1 decay, such as the
charged p from the K*1 decay in B1→J/cK*1, could bias
the measurement of Dt since they are not associated with the
BCP vertex and therefore can be used in the B tag vertex. In
the Monte Carlo simulation, we find that extra tracks in the
B→J/cX decay modes have a negligible effect on the
Dtresolution. Therefore, we assume that all B→J/cX back-
ground has the same resolution as the signal.
The Dt resolution of the non-J/c background is measured
with the J/c sideband sample. The non-J/c Dt resolution
parameters are varied by their statistical uncertainties to es-
timate the systematic uncertainty.
3. Background formulation for B0\JÕcK*0KS0p0
Monte Carlo simulation is used to construct the proba-
bility density function for the B0→J/cK*0(KS0p0) chan-
nel. As shown in Table V, the background for this
channel is due to true B→J/cX decays. Thus, we
assume that the background has the same resolution
function and tagging performance as the signal. The prob-
ability density functions F6 of Eq. ~11! are modified to in-
clude contributions for each of the B→J/cX channels
a specified in Table V. The complete PDF is given by
TABLE IX. Parameters of the probability distribution function
for the non-J/c background contribution in the B0→J/cKL0 chan-
nel.
Parameter Fit result
Ft50 0.1660.49
G i ,2 @ps21# 1.2560.45
S1 1.1260.26
b1 20.1160.20
S2 3.960.8
b2 21.261.0
f 2 0.2360.14
f 3 0.005 ~fixed!
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F6 ,i5 f sigF6~Dt;G ,Dmd ,hCP ,signal ,wi ,sin 2b , aˆ i!1 (
a5bkgd
f aF6~Dt;G ,Dmd ,h f ,a ,wi ,sin 2b , aˆ i!, ~36!
where each event is classified according to its flavor tagging category ~i! and flavor tag value ~6!. The signal and background
fractions as well as hCP are taken from Table V.
C. Extensions for direct CP search
While the main likelihood fits are performed with the standard model expectation that ulu51, a search for the effects of
direct CP violation is also made. Such a measurement is also particularly sensitive to possible differences in the fraction of B0
or B¯ 0 meson that are tagged. Defining e tag and e¯ tag as the tagging efficiencies for B0 and B¯ 0, and er and e¯r as the reconstruction
efficiencies for B0 and B¯ 0 in the Bflav sample, it is useful to construct
m i5
e tag,i2 e¯ tag,i
e tag,i1 e¯ tag,i
, ^e tag& i5
e tag,i1 e¯ tag,i
2 ~37!
n i5
er ,i2 e¯r ,i
er ,i1 e¯r ,i
, ^er& i5
er ,i1 e¯r ,i
2 . ~38!
For the BCP sample, the time-dependent decay rate @Eq. ~10!# becomes
f 6 ,i~Dt !5
G
4 e
2GuDtuF ~11ulu2!~16Xi!11ulu21j i 1~m i6Xi8!S 2 Im l11ulu21j i sin DmdDt2 12ulu
2
11ulu21j i
cos DmdDt D G ~39!
where j i5m i(ulu221)/(11xd2), Xi5m i^D& i1DDi/2, and
Xi85^D& i1m iDDi/2. Likewise, for the Bflav sample the time-
dependent decay rate @Eq. ~4!# becomes
h~Dt !5
G
4 e
2GuDtu 11s1n i
F12 m in i11xd2G
@11s2Xi
2si~m i1s2Xi8!cos DmdDt# ~40!
where
s151~21 ! if the reconstructed B is a B0~B¯ 0!
s251~21 ! for a B0~B¯ 0! tag.
The parameters n i , ^e tag& i , and m i can be extracted from
time-integrated numbers of events in the Bflav sample. Defin-
ing integrated samples of events by
Ni
tag5N~B0/B¯ 0 tag in ith category,Bflav5B0!
N¯ i
tag5N~B0/B¯ 0 tag in ith category,Bflav5B¯ 0!
~41!
Ni
no tag5N~no tag in ith category,Bflav5B0!
N¯ i
no tag5N~no tag in ith category,Bflav5B¯ 0!,
it can be shown that
n i5
Ni
tag2N¯ i
tag1Ni
no tag2N¯ i
no tag
Ni
tag1N¯ i
tag1Ni
no tag1N¯ i
no tag
^e tag& i5
2Ni
tagN¯ i
tag1N¯ i
tagNi
no tag1Ni
tagN¯ i
no tag
2~Ni
tag1Ni
no tag!~N¯ i
tag1N¯ i
no tag!
~42!
m i5
~11xd
2!~N¯ i
tagNi
no tag2Ni
tagN¯ i
no tag!
2Ni
tagN¯ i
tag1N¯ i
tagNi
no tag1Ni
tagN¯ i
no tag
under the assumption that nearly all B mesons decay to final
states that can be reached from either B0 or B¯ 0, but not both.
The results for ^e tag& i and m i are shown in Table X. The
value of n i , averaged over all four tagging categories, is
0.00460.012. While there is no statistically significant dif-
ference in the tagging efficiencies or the reconstruction effi-
ciencies given by m i and n i , we use the central values ob-
tained from the Bflav sample in performing the fit for ulu.
D. Free parameters for the sin 2b and Dmd fits
The unbinned likelihood fit for sin 2b has a total of 45
free parameters:
~1! Value of sin 2b
~2! Signal resolution function: Sixteen parameters aˆ i to de-
scribe the resolution function for the signal. Due to im-
provements in the reconstruction algorithms, the run 1
and run 2 resolution functions are found to be different,
as described in Sec. V F. Thus, we allow for separate
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resolution function parameters for these data samples,
each with eight free parameters, being a scale factor S1
for the event-by-event Dz resolution errors of the core
Gaussian components, individual core bias scale factors
b1,i for the four tagging categories and a common tail
bias b2 , and the tail f 2 and outlier f 3 fractions; the scale
factor of the tail component is fixed to 3.0 and the width
of the outlier component is fixed to 8 ps with zero bias.
~3! Signal dilutions: Eight parameters to describe the mea-
sured average dilutions ^D& i and dilution differences
DDi in each tagging category.
~4! Background resolution function: Six parameters are used
to describe a common resolution function for all non-
peaking backgrounds. As with the signal resolution func-
tion, we include separate resolution function parameters
for the run 1 and run 2 data samples. The resolution
function is taken as a single Gaussian distribution with a
scale factor S1 for the event-by-event Dz errors and a
common bias scale factor b1 , and an outlier fraction f 3 ;
the width of the outlier component is taken to be a fixed
8 ps with zero bias.
~5! B f lav background composition parameters: A total of 13
parameters describe the Bflav background composition.
We make several assumptions to simplify the parametri-
zation shown in Eq. ~31!, such as removing the mixing
background contribution by setting f i ,3flav50, and assign a
corresponding systematic uncertainty. The size of the
peaking background is determined from Monte Carlo
simulation to be dpeak
flav 5(1.560.5)% of the signal contri-
bution in each tagging category. This contribution is pre-
dominately from B1 events, so Dmi ,peak50, G i ,peak
flav
5GB1 and Di ,peak
flav are taken from the B1 data sample
~Table XI!. The effective dilutions for the prompt ~Di ,1
flav
,
4 parameters! and non-prompt ~Di ,2
flav
, 4 parameters! con-
tributions are allowed to vary. The relative amount of
these two contributions is allowed to vary independently
in each tagging category ~4 parameters!. For the non-
prompt contribution, G i ,2
flav is assumed to be the same for
all tagging categories, giving one free parameter.
~6! CP background composition parameters: One parameter,
the fraction of prompt relative to nonprompt back-
ground, assumed to be the same for each tagging cat-
egory, is allowed to float to describe the CP background
properties. The effective dilutions of the nonprompt and
peaking contribution are set to zero (Di ,2CP5Di ,peakCP 50),
corresponding to no CP asymmetry in the background.
The size and parameters of the peaking background are
determined from Monte Carlo simulation. The fraction
of peaking background is dpeak
CP 5(161)% of the signal
contribution, independent of tagging category. This con-
tribution is assumed to have lifetime parameters in com-
mon with the signal. Finally, the lifetime of the non-
prompt background is assumed to be tB0 in all tagging
categories.
The unbinned likelihood fit for Dmd has 44 free param-
eters, removing sin 2b and the parameter for fraction of
prompt background in the CP sample and leaving Dmd to
float.
E. Blind analysis
A blind analysis technique was adopted for the extraction
of sin 2b and Dmd in order to eliminate possible experiment-
er’s bias. We used a method that hides not only the central
value for these parameters from the unbinned maximum-
likelihood fit, but also the visual CP asymmetry in the Dt
distribution. The error on both the asymmetry and Dmd is
not hidden.
The amplitude of the asymmetry ACP(Dt) from the fit
was hidden by a one-time choice of sign flip and arbitrary
offset based on a user-specified key word. The sign flip hides
whether a change in the analysis increases or decreases the
resulting asymmetry. However, the magnitude of the change
is not hidden. The visual CP asymmetry in the Dt distribu-
tion is hidden by multiplying Dt by the sign of the tag and
adding an arbitrary offset.
With these techniques, systematic studies can be per-
formed while keeping the numerical value of sin 2b or Dmd
hidden. In particular, we can check that the hidden Dt distri-
butions are consistent for B0 and B¯ 0 tagged events. The same
is true for all the other checks concerning tagging, vertex
resolution and the correlations between them. For instance,
fit results in the different tagging categories can be compared
to each other, since each fit is hidden in the same way. The
analysis procedure for extracting sin 2b and Dmd were fro-
zen prior to unblinding.
VII. B0 FLAVOR OSCILLATIONS AND MISTAG RATES
A. Likelihood fit results for Dmd
We extract Dmd , the dilution factors Di , the Dt resolu-
tion parameters aˆ i , and the background Dt parametrization
TABLE X. Values of ^e tag& i and m i for the four tagging catego-
ries, as determined by counting numbers of tagged and untagged
events in the Bflav sample.
Tagging category ^e tag& i m i
Lepton 0.09560.002 0.06960.032
Kaon 0.35860.003 20.00560.014
NT1 0.08060.002 0.06160.035
NT2 0.13960.002 0.01760.026
TABLE XI. Average mistag fractions ^wi& and mistag differ-
ences Dwi for each tagging category i from a maximum-likelihood
fit to the distribution for the B1 control sample.
Tagging category ^w& i @%# Dwi @%#
Lepton 4.660.6 1.161.2
Kaon 11.860.5 20.361.0
NT1 21.361.6 25.963.2
NT2 37.261.3 20.762.7
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by fitting the Dt distributions of the flavor-eigenstate B0
sample with mES.5.2 GeV/c2 with the likelihood function
described in Sec. VI. The selection of the Bflav data sample is
described in Sec. III C 1. We also demand a valid tag and Dt
determination for the event, based on the algorithms de-
scribed in Secs. IV and V. The more restrictive requirements
uDtu,20 ps and sDt,1.4 ps are applied to the proper time-
difference measurement. In addition, identified kaons in the
B tag decay are rejected in the reconstruction of the tagging
vertex. These requirements are intended to reduce systematic
errors on the precision Dmd measurement. The final sample
consists of 12310 fully reconstructed and tagged B0 candi-
dates with mES.5.2 GeV/c2, of which 7399 are in the signal
region mES.5.27 GeV/c2.
The breakdown of this mixing Bflav sample into individual
tagging categories is shown in Fig. 23 as a function of mES .
Superimposed on the observed mass spectra are the results of
the fits with a Gaussian distribution for the signal and the
ARGUS background function for the background. The tag-
ging efficiency and signal purity for the individual tagging
categories in data are extracted from fits to the mES distribu-
tions and are listed in Table XII. The efficiency for each
tagging category is defined as the ratio of the number of
signal events for each tag over the total number of signal
events after imposition of vertex cuts.
The results from the likelihood fit to the mixing sample
are summarized in Table XIII. The probability to obtain a
likelihood smaller than the observed value, evaluated with
fast parametrized Monte Carlo simulation of a large number
of similar experiments, is (4461)%. The Dt distributions of
the signal (mES.5.27 GeV/c2) and background (mES
,5.27 GeV/c2) candidates, overlaid with the projection of
the likelihood fit, are shown in Fig. 24. In Fig. 25 the mixing
asymmetry of Eq. ~3! is plotted; the time dependence of the
mixing probability is clearly visible.
The tagging separation Q5e tag(122w)2 is calculated
from the efficiencies and the mistag rates quoted in Tables
XII and XIII respectively. Summing over all tagging catego-
ries, we measure a combined effective tagging efficiency Q
’27%.
Two small corrections, which are described in more detail
in Secs. VII B 2 and VII B 4 together with their assigned sys-
tematic errors, are applied to the output of the fit. The value
of Dmd obtained after applying these corrections is
Dmd50.51660.01660.010 ps21,
where the first error is statistical and the second systematic.
We have also examined the fitted value for Dmd with
various subsamples of the full data set, including individual
B decay channels, separate tagging categories, the state of
the reconstructed B rec or tagging B tag , and different time
FIG. 23. Distribution of mES for mixing Bflav candidates in separate tagging categories ~Lepton, Kaon, NT1 and NT2!, overlaid with
the result of a fit with a Gaussian distribution for the signal and an ARGUS function for the background.
TABLE XII. Tagging efficiencies for hadronic B0 decays and
signal purities in data, shown separately for the four tagging cat-
egories. Signal purities are estimated for mES.5.27 GeV/c2.
Tagging
category
Efficiency
@%# Signal
Purity
@%#
Lepton 11.860.3 1097634 96.060.7
Kaon 33.960.5 3156663 84.660.7
NT1 8.660.3 798631 88.961.2
NT2 13.960.4 1293643 79.461.3
Full sample 68.160.4 6347689 85.860.5
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periods. As can be seen from Table XIV, the values obtained
from the subsample fits are all consistent with the global
result for Dmd .
B. Systematic error estimation
Systematic errors can be grouped into four categories: sig-
nal properties and description, background properties and de-
scription, fixed external parameters and statistical limitations
of Monte Carlo validation tests of the fitting procedure. A
summary of these sources for the hadronic B0 sample is
shown in Table XV. In the following, the individual contri-
butions are referenced by the lettered lines in this table.
1. Signal properties and description
For the signal events, the use of a double Gaussian plus
outlier model for rescaling the event-by-event Dt errors as
part of the likelihood fit means that uncertainties in the ver-
tex resolution are incorporated into the statistical error on
TABLE XIII. Results from the likelihood fit to the Dt distributions of the hadronic B0 decays. The value for Dmd includes small
corrections as described in the text. The first major column contains the fit results, while the second major column contains the correlation
coefficients with respect to Dmd for each fit parameter.
Parameter
Fit result Correlation
Run 1 Run 2 Run 1 Run 2
Dmd @ps21# 0.51660.016
Signal resolution function
S1 ~core! 1.3760.09 1.1860.11 0.25 0.16
b1(Dt) lepton ~core! 0.0660.13 20.0460.16 0.08 0.00
b1(Dt) kaon ~core! 20.2260.08 20.2560.09 0.03 0.00
b1(Dt) NT1 ~core! 20.0760.15 20.4560.21 20.00 0.00
b1(Dt) NT2 ~core! 20.4660.12 20.2060.16 0.01 0.03
b2(Dt) ~tail! 25.064.2 27.562.4 0.04 0.06
f 2(tail) 0.01460.020 0.01560.010 0.06 0.07
f 3(outlier) 0.00860.004 0.00060.014 20.09 0.01
Signal dilutions
^D&, lepton 0.84260.028 0.24
^D&, kaon 0.66960.023 0.30
^D&, NT1 0.56360.044 0.11
^D&, NT2 0.31360.041 0.11
DD , lepton 20.00660.045 0.02
DD , kaon 0.02460.033 0.01
DD , NT1 20.08660.068 0.00
DD , NT2 0.10060.060 0.00
Background properties
t, mixing bkgd @ps# 0.85360.036 20.01
f (t50), mixing bkgd, lepton 0.0560.10 0.01
f (t50), mixing bkgd, kaon 0.4260.05 0.01
f (t50), mixing bkgd, NT1 0.3360.08 0.01
f (t50), mixing bkgd, NT2 0.3260.08 0.01
Background resolution function
S1 ~core! 1.21160.043 1.13160.046 20.00 0.00
b1(Dt) ~core! 20.13560.031 20.01560.038 20.00 20.00
f 3 ~outlier! 0.02260.004 0.03660.007 20.01 0.02
Background dilutions
^D&, lepton, t50 0.062.9 20.02
^D&, kaon, t50 0.5260.08 20.03
^D&, NT1, t50 0.6760.27 20.01
^D&, NT2, t50 20.0560.13 20.00
^D&, lepton, t.0 0.3460.13 0.02
^D&, kaon, t.0 0.2660.06 0.04
^D&, NT1, t.0 20.1360.11 0.01
^D&, NT2, t.0 0.1260.031 0.01
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Dmd , including proper treatment of all correlations. Assum-
ing that this model is sufficiently flexible to accommodate
the observed distribution in data, no additional systematic
error need be assigned. The contribution to the total statisti-
cal error due to the vertex resolution can be extracted by
fitting the data twice: once holding all parameters except
Dmd fixed, and once allowing the resolution function param-
eters to vary in addition to Dmd . Subtracting in quadrature
the respective errors on Dmd from the two fits shows that
60.005 ps21 of the statistical error can be attributed to the
resolution parameters.
To determine the systematic error due to the assumed pa-
rametrization of the resolution model, we apply a number of
possible misalignment scenarios to a sample of simulated
FIG. 24. Distributions of Dt for unmixed ~upper panel! and mixed ~lower panel! events in the hadronic B sample, divided into a signal
region mES.5.27 GeV/c2 with a ~a! linear and ~c! logarithmic scale, and a sideband region mES,5.27 GeV/c2 with a ~b! linear and ~d!
logarithmic scale. In all cases, the data points are overlaid with the result from the global unbinned likelihood fit, projected on the basis of
the individual signal and background probabilities, and event-by-event Dt resolutions, for candidates in the respective samples. In ~a! and ~c!,
the Dt distributions obtained from the likelihood fit to the full sample are overlaid, along with the simultaneously determined background
distribution shown as the curve in ~b! and ~d!.
FIG. 25. Time-dependent asymmetry A(Dt) between unmixed and mixed events for hadronic B candidates with mES.5.27 GeV/c2; ~a!
as a function of Dt and ~b! folded as a function of uDtu. The asymmetry in ~a! is due to the fitted bias in the Dt resolution function.
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events. By comparing the value of Dmd derived from these
misaligned samples to the case of perfect alignment, we de-
rive a systematic uncertainty of 60.004 ps21 ~a!.
An additional systematic error is attributed to uncertain-
ties in the treatment of the small fraction of Dt outliers that
are the result of misreconstructed vertices. The stability of
the Dmd result is examined under variation of the width of
the third Gaussian component in the resolution function be-
tween 6 and 18 ps, and through replacement of the third
Gaussian with a uniform distribution and varying the width
between 8 and 40 ps. On this basis, we attribute a systematic
uncertainty of 60.002 ps21 to the outlier treatment ~b!.
As described in detail in Sec. V A, the beam spot position
is an integral part of the determination of Dt . Increasing its
vertical size by up to 80 mm, and systematically biasing its
vertical position by up to 80 mm, results in a corresponding
variation of Dmd by less than 0.001 ps21 ~c!.
The requirement on the maximum allowed value of sDt is
varied between 1 and 2.4 ps, and the observed variation of
0.003 ps21 in Dmd is assigned as a systematic uncertainty
~d!. The observed dependence is mainly due to correlations
between tagging and vertexing, as described in Sec. VII B 4.
2. Background properties
A systematic uncertainty in Dmd arises from our ability to
separate signal from background as a function of mES . We
estimate this uncertainty by varying the width and height of
the fitted Gaussian peak in mES , the slope parameter of the
ARGUS background shape, and the normalizations of the
signal and backgrounds by one standard deviation around
their central values, resulting in an uncertainty of 60.002
ps21 in Dmd ~e!.
As discussed in Sec. VI B 1, the Dt distribution of the
background is described by the combination of a prompt
component and a lifetime component. To estimate the sys-
tematic uncertainty due to this choice, we add an additional
component, with its own separate lifetime, that is allowed to
mix; the observed value of Dmd changes by 0.001 ps21 ~f!.
Similarly, adding an additional Gaussian distribution to the
Dt background resolution function changes Dmd by no more
than 0.001 ps21 ~g!.
Finally, the composition of the background changes
slightly as a function of mES , since the fraction of back-
ground due to continuum production slowly decreases to-
TABLE XIV. Result of fitting for Dmd in the entire Bflav sample
and in various subsamples. The difference in the fitted value of
Dmd versus the result from the fit to the full Bflav sample are re-
ported.
Sample Dmd2Dmd(all)
Decay mode
D*2p1 20.02960.030
D*2r1 10.01760.039
D*2a1
1 10.06660.063
D2p1 10.02260.030
D2r1 20.03160.038
D2a1
1 20.03360.041
D*2X 10.00060.025
D2X 20.00560.023
Tagging category
Lepton 10.00560.026
Kaon 10.00260.023
NT1 20.03260.044
NT2 10.1260.10
B rec state
B rec5B¯ 0 10.01560.023
B rec5B0 20.00360.023
B tag state
B tag5B¯ 0 10.01960.023
B tag5B0 20.00760.022
Data sample
Run 1 20.01260.022
Run 2 10.01960.025
TABLE XV. Systematic uncertainties and contributions to sta-
tistical errors for Dmd obtained with the likelihood fit to the had-
ronic B0 sample.
Source
s(Dmd)
@ps21#
Signal properties
~a! SVT alignment 0.004
~b! Dt outlier description 0.002
~c! Beam spot position or size 0.001
~d! sDt requirement 0.003
Background properties
~e! Background fraction 0.002
~f! Background Dt structure 0.001
~g! Background Dt resolution 0.001
~h! Sideband extrapolation 0.002
~i! Peaking B1 background 0.002
External parameters
~j! z scale ,0.002
~k! z boost ~parameters! 0.001
~l! z boost ~method! 0.001
~m! B0 lifetime 0.006
Monte Carlo studies
~n! Signal MC statistics 0.003
~o! Tag-side D composition and lifetime 0.001
~p! Right or wrong tag resolution differences 0.001
Total systematic error 0.010
Statistical error 0.016
Contribution due to resolution function 0.005
Contribution due to mistag rate 0.005
Total error 0.019
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wards the B mass. As a result, the Dt structure of the back-
ground could change as well. To study this dependence, we
split the mES sideband region into seven mutually exclusive,
10 MeV/c2-wide intervals, and repeat the Dmd fit with each
of these slices in turn. The variation of Dmd is then extrapo-
lated as a function of the position of the sideband slice rela-
tive to the B mass. We correct the value of Dmd by 20.002
ps21 obtained from this extrapolation, and assign the statis-
tical uncertainty of 0.002 ps21 of this procedure as a system-
atic error on Dmd ~h!.
A small fraction ~about 1.5%! of the events attributed to
the B0 signal by the fit to the mES distribution consists of B1
events, mainly due to the swapping of a soft p0 with a
charged pion as described in Sec. III C 1. The uncertainty on
this peaking fraction is propagated to Dmd , yielding a sys-
tematic error of 0.002 ps21 ~i!.
3. External parameters
An error in the boost of the Y(4S) system ~0.1%! or in
the knowledge of the z scale of the detector, as described in
Sec. V A, could bias the Dmd measurement because these
parameters are used to reconstruct the decay length differ-
ence Dz and to convert it to the decay time difference Dt .
The uncertainties on these quantities are propagated to Dmd
and lead to systematic uncertainties of 0.001 ps21 ~1! and
less than 0.002 ps21 ~j!, respectively. In addition to these, we
assign the difference of 0.001 ps21 ~k! in the value of Dmd
obtained by using the Dz to Dt conversion described in Eq.
~21! instead of Eq. ~22! as a systematic error. Finally, in the
likelihood fit, we fix the B0 lifetime to the PDG value @11#.
The present uncertainty on this value of 60.032 ps leads to a
systematic error of 70.006 ps21 ~m!.
4. Monte Carlo validation of measurement technique
Candidate selection criteria, or the analysis and fitting
procedure, could potentially cause systematic biases in the
measurement of Dmd . These potential biases are estimated
by repeating the analysis with a large sample of Monte Carlo
events, which are generated with the full GEANT3 @27# detec-
tor simulation. In the Monte Carlo sample, the fitted result
for Dmd is shifted by 10.00760.003 ps21 from the input
value. A corresponding correction with this central value is
applied to the fitted result with data, and the uncertainty is
assigned as a systematic error ~n!.
The main cause of this bias is a small correlation between
the mistag rate and the Dt resolution that is not modeled in
the likelihood function. This correlation is seen most readily
in data for Kaon tags and is shown for simulation in Fig. 26a.
We find that both the mistag rate for kaon tags and the event-
by-event error sDt depend inversely on A(pt2, where pt is
the transverse momentum with respect to the z axis of tracks
from the B tag decay. Correcting for this dependence of the
mistag rate removes most of the correlation between the
mistag rate and sDt , as can be seen in Fig. 26b. The mistag
rate dependence originates from the kinematics of the phys-
ics sources for wrong-charge kaons. The three major sources
of mistags are wrong-sign D0 mesons from B decays to
double charm, wrong-sign kaons from D1 decays, and kaons
produced directly in B decays. All these sources produce a
spectrum of charged tracks that have smaller A(pt2 than B
decays that produce a correct tag. The Dt resolution depen-
dence originates from the 1/pt
2 dependence of sz for the
individual contributing tracks.
Since the effect is small and well described by the Monte
Carlo simulation, we have chosen to treat the impact of this
correlation as a correction, rather than building the effect into
the likelihood function. We include additional systematic er-
rors related to the tag-side properties that could affect the
accuracy of the description of this correlation in the simula-
tion. In particular, the D0, D1, and DS
1 meson branching
fractions, the D meson lifetimes, and the wrong-sign kaon
production rates in B meson decays are all varied. These
studies lead to an assigned systematic error of 60.001 ps21
~o!.
In addition, we consider the possibility that correctly and
incorrectly tagged events could have different resolution
functions. Based on Monte Carlo studies of the variation in
the fitted value for Dmd with and without allowing for inde-
pendent resolution functions for correctly and incorrectly
tagged events, an uncertainty of 60.001 ps21 is assigned to
this source ~p!.
C. Validation studies and cross checks
1. Monte Carlo studies
A high-precision test of the fitting procedure was per-
formed with fast parametrized Monte Carlo simulations,
where 2000 experiments were generated with sample size
and composition corresponding to that obtained from the ac-
FIG. 26. ~a! Correlation between the event-by-event error on Dt
(sDt) and the mistag rate in the Kaon category from Monte Carlo
simulation; ~b! dependence of the mistag rate on sDt after scaling
the mistag rate by A(pt2.
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tual data. The mistag rates and Dt distributions were gener-
ated according to the model used in the likelihood fit. The
full fit was then performed on each of these experiments. The
resulting distribution of pulls ~defined as the difference be-
tween the fitted and generated value of a parameter divided
by the statistical error as obtained from the likelihood fit!
has a mean 20.03860.022 and standard deviation 1.012
60.023, consistent with no measurement bias in either the
value of Dmd or its estimated error.
2. Simple counting experiment
If the mistag rate is known, the time-integrated fraction
xd5
1
2 xd /(11xd2) of mixed events can be determined from
the Bflav sample by counting mixed and unmixed events. The
value for xd obtained by this means, after correcting for the
mistag rates obtained from the full time-dependent fit and
assuming the Particle Data Group ~PDG! value for the B0
lifetime, leads to a value of Dmd5xd /tB0 that differs from
the likelihood-fit result by 20.00360.013 ps21, where the
quoted error is the difference in quadrature of the statistical
errors of both measurements.
Because of the choice for normalization of the likelihood
Lmix , the time-integrated ratio of the number of mixed to
unmixed events contributes to our measurement of Dmd .
Alternatively, it is possible to normalize the likelihoods of
mixed and unmixed events individually, in which case Dmd
is determined solely from the shape of Dt distributions. The
value of Dmd determined by the Dt distributions alone dif-
fers from the full measurement by 0.00360.015 ps21, where
the quoted error is given by the difference in quadrature of
the statistical errors of the two measurements.
3. Cross-check with tB0
If we allow the value of tB0 to float in the Dmd fit the
value of Dmd increases by 0.00860.007 ps21, and the life-
time is found to be 1.5160.03 ps, consistent with our recent
measurement @17#. We have also performed a series of fits
with fixed values for Dmd and tB0 in order to determine the
dependence of Dmd on tB0, which is found to be
Dmd5F0.51620.279S tB01.548 ps21 D Gps21. ~43!
VIII. CP VIOLATION IN NEUTRAL B DECAYS
A. Likelihood fit results for sin 2b
The value of sin 2b, the dilution factors Di , the Dt reso-
lution parameters aˆ i , and the background fractions and time
distribution parameters are extracted with an unbinned
maximum-likelihood fit to the flavor-eigenstate Bflav and BCP
samples as described in Sec. VI. We also demand a valid tag
and Dt determination for the event, based on the algorithms
described in Secs. IV and V. The looser requirements uDtu
,20 ps and sDt,2.4 ps are applied to the proper time dif-
ference measurement. The fit results are summarized in Table
XVI together with the correlation of the parameters with
sin 2b. The mistag fractions and vertex parameters are pre-
dominantly determined by the Bflav sample. The CP asym-
metry and parameters describing the background for the CP
events are determined by the CP sample. The value of sin 2b
obtained from the combined hCP521, hCP511, and
J/cK*0 CP samples is
sin 2b50.5960.1460.05,
where the first error is statistical and the second systematic.
The mES distribution for events in hCP521 modes, sepa-
rated into tagging categories, is shown in Fig. 27. The signal
probability f i ,sigCP (mES) for the hCP521 sample is deter-
mined from these fits as described in Sec. VI B 1.
Table XVII summarizes the event yields and sin 2b values
determined for the full CP sample and various subsamples.
Results are provided by CP channel, tagging category, B0
versus B¯ 0 tag, J/c decay mode and data-taking period. The
consistency between the six CP modes is satisfactory, the
probability of finding a worse agreement being 8%. The
large observed asymmetry in B0→xc1KS0 causes the likeli-
hood for this channel to become negative in certain regions
of Dt . The likelihood of each of the selected candidates is of
course positive. Fast parametrized Monte Carlo studies show
that sin 2b is unbiased if the likelihood is not required to be
positive for all values of Dt and that the probability to mea-
sure such a large asymmetry is about 1%. The observed
asymmetry in the number of B0 ~160! and B¯ 0 ~113! tags in
the J/cKL
0 sample has no impact on the sin 2b measurement.
The results obtained with the full BCP samples for run 1 and
run 2 are consistent at the 1.8 sigma level. The yields and
fitted values for sin 2b are also listed in Table XVII for the
high purity hCP521 sample alone, along with a similar
breakdown into subsamples; again, no significant variation is
seen.
The distribution of events as a function of Dt for B0 and
B¯ 0 tags is shown in Fig. 28a for the full CP sample. For this
purpose, only those events with mES.5.27 GeV/c2 in the
hCP521 and J/cK*0 samples or DE,10 MeV in the
hCP511 sample are included. Overlaid on the data are the
projections of the signal and background Dt distributions
obtained from the fit, where the latter is normalized to the
projected background level. Figures 28b–28d show the cor-
responding Dt distributions for the hCP521, hCP511
samples and B0→J/cK*0 (K*0→KS0p0,KS0→p1p2). The
superimposed likelihood curves show the quality of the fit
for each subsample. The value of sin 2b obtained by fixing
all other parameters to results obtained with the full CP
sample and then fitting for sin 2b in bins of Dt is shown in
Fig. 29a. The values obtained for sin 2b are all consistent,
demonstrating that the oscillation as a function of Dt has the
expected behavior. The observed asymmetry A(Dt) is shown
in Figs. 29b and 29c for the hCP521 and hCP511
samples, respectively, along with the projections from the fit
results.
The average dilutions and dilution differences for B0 and
B¯ 0 tags obtained from the fit to the B0 flavor eigenstate and
full CP sample, and the corresponding tagging efficiencies,
are summarized in Table XVIII. We find a total tagging effi-
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ciency of (68.460.7)% ~statistical error only!. The lepton
categories have the lowest mistag fractions, but also low ef-
ficiency. The Kaon category, despite having a larger mistag
fraction ~17.6%!, has a higher effective tagging efficiency;
one-third of events are assigned to this category. Altogether,
lepton and kaon categories have an effective tagging effi-
ciency Q’22.4%. The neural network categories increase
the effective tagging efficiency by ;4% to an overall Q
5(26.161.2)% ~statistical error only!. These mistag frac-
tions are very similar to the mistag fractions that are obtained
TABLE XVI. Parameters for the combined likelihood fit to the BCP and Bflav samples. The first major column contains the fit results,
while the second major column contains the correlation coefficients with respect to sin 2b for each fit parameter.
Parameter
Fit result Correlation
Run 1 Run 2 Run 1 Run 2
sin 2b 0.5960.14
Signal resolution function
S1 ~core! 1.260.1 1.160.1 0.018 0.020
b1(Dt) lepton ~core! 0.0760.12 0.0460.16 0.008 0.045
b1(Dt) kaon ~core! 20.2660.08 20.1860.09 0.002 0.021
b1(Dt) NT1 ~core! 20.2160.15 20.3360.21 0.004 0.001
b1(Dt) NT2 ~core! 20.3160.11 20.1760.15 20.001 20.002
b2(Dt) ~tail! 21.761.5 23.362.8 0.001 0.006
f 2 (tail) 0.0860.06 0.0460.04 0.009 0.005
f 3 (outlier) 0.00560.003 0.00060.001 20.001 0.000
Signal dilutions
^D&, lepton 0.8260.03 20.042
^D&, kaon 0.6560.02 20.083
^D&, NT1 0.5660.04 20.015
^D&, NT2 0.3060.04 20.032
DD , lepton 20.0260.04 0.010
DD , kaon 0.0460.03 0.005
DD , NT1 20.1160.06 0.014
DD , NT2 0.1260.05 20.008
Background properties
t, mixing bkgd @ps# 1.360.1 20.001
f (t50), CP bkgd 0.6060.12 20.011
f (t50), mixing bkgd, lepton 0.3160.10 20.001
f (t50), mixing bkgd, kaon 0.6560.04 20.001
f (t50), mixing bkgd, NT1 0.6260.06 20.001
f (t50), mixing bkgd, NT2 0.6460.04 20.001
Background resolution function
S1 ~core! 1.560.1 1.360.1 0.004 20.003
b1(Dt) core @ps# 20.1660.03 0.0260.04 0.000 20.001
f 2(outlier) 0.01660.004 0.01760.005 20.001 0.000
Background dilutions
^D&, lepton, t50 0.3360.27 0.003
^D&, kaon, t50 0.4560.03 0.008
^D&, NT1, t50 0.2560.10 0.002
^D&, NT2, t50 0.1160.06 0.003
^D&, lepton, t.0 0.3360.14 0.000
^D&, kaon, t.0 0.2460.06 0.000
^D&, NT1, t.0 0.0560.14 20.001
^D&, NT2, t.0 0.0960.09 0.000
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from the Bflav sample alone ~see Table XIII!. The small dif-
ferences are due to the correlation between the mistag frac-
tions and the Dt resolution function parameters.
Based on a large number of fast parametrized Monte
Carlo experiments with the same number of events as our
full BCP and Bflav data samples, we estimate a probability of
27% for finding a value of the maximum likelihood lower
than that observed. These same studies, based on samples
with the size and composition of the data, show that the
expected statistical error is 0.132 with a spread of 0.005, in
very good agreement with the observed error of 0.137.
B. Systematic error estimation
Just as for the Dmd measurement, systematic errors can
usefully be grouped into signal description, including detec-
tor reconstruction effects, background description, fixed ex-
ternal parameters, and statistical limitations of Monte Carlo
validation tests for the fitting procedure ~discussed in Sec.
VIII C 1!. A summary of these sources of systematic error is
shown in Table XIX for the various CP samples. In the fol-
lowing, the individual contributions are referenced by the
lettered lines in this table.
1. Signal properties and description
The parameters of the Dt resolution function, the dilu-
tions and dilution differences are determined from the data
sample itself with the likelihood fit. Thus, they do not con-
tribute to the systematic error, but rather are incorporated
into the statistical uncertainty at a level determined by the
size of the data sample itself. Their overall contribution to
the total error on sin 2b is 0.02, as determined from the dif-
ference in quadrature between the statistical error on sin 2b
from the full likelihood fit and from a fit with only sin 2b
allowed to vary.
While the bulk of the uncertainties from these sources is
thus incorporated into the statistical error, we assign addi-
tional systematic uncertainties due to the fixed form of the
parametrization for the Dt resolution function. This form
may not be flexible enough to account for all possible ef-
fects. In addition, tests of the assumption that the resolution
function and dilution parameters are the same for the Bflav
and BCP samples are limited in precision by the size of the
available Monte Carlo samples.
The resolution function, described in Sec. V D, is one of
several possible functional forms. In order to test possible
biases induced by this particular choice, an alternative model
has been considered where a Gaussian distribution is con-
volved with an exponential, with the effective lifetime in the
exponential depending on the tagging category. No differ-
ence between the fit results with the two models is observed
in Monte Carlo simulation. We assign as a systematic uncer-
tainty the difference in the fit results observed in the data
~Table XIX, line a!. The largest systematic uncertainties from
the Dt behavior arise from possible effects that our model of
the resolution function cannot accommodate or completely
parametrize. These include residual uncertainties in the SVT
alignment ~b! and possible differences in the Dt determina-
tion for correctly and incorrectly tagged events ~c!. An addi-
tional uncertainty is assigned due to the treatment of the Dt
outliers ~d!. Fits with Monte Carlo samples of Bflav and BCP
signal events show no significant difference between resolu-
tion function parameters for the two samples. We assign a
systematic uncertainty of 60.003 due to the residual shift in
FIG. 27. Distribution of mES for hCP521 candidates in separate tagging categories ~Lepton, Kaon, NT1 and NT2!, overlaid with the
result of a fit with a Gaussian distribution for the signal and an ARGUS function for the background.
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TABLE XVII. Result of fitting for CP asymmetries in the entire CP sample and in various subsamples. The tagged number of events N tag
includes signal and background, while the purities are obtained from separate fits to mES or DE distributions.
Sample N tag Purity ~%! sin 2b Im l/ulu ulu
CP sample 803 80 0.59`0.14
Decay mode
J/cKS
0 (KS0→p1p2) 316 98 0.4560.18 0.4560.18 0.9160.11
J/cKS
0 (KS0→p0p0) 64 94 0.7060.50 0.7160.50 0.9560.27
c(2S)KS0 (KS0→p1p2) 67 98 0.4760.42 0.4860.45 1.2260.33
xc1KS
0 (KS0→p1p2) 33 97 2.5960.670.55 2.6760.59 0.7160.23
J/cKL
0 273 51 0.7060.34
J/cK*0 ~K*0→KS0p0, KS0→p1p2! 50 74 0.8261.00
Tagging category
Lepton 130 82 0.5460.26
Kaon 438 79 0.5860.18
NT1 79 74 0.8960.30
NT2 156 80 0.4060.65
B tag state
B0 420 79 0.5460.19
B¯ 0 383 78 0.6460.20
J/c mode
J/c→e1e2 385 78 0.4560.18
J/c→m1m2 418 84 0.7060.18
Data sample
Run 1 533 80 0.4960.20
Run 2 270 84 0.8260.22
hCP521 sample 480 96 0.5660.15 0.5660.15 0.9360.09
Tagging category
Lepton 74 100 0.5460.29 0.5760.29 0.7760.14
Kaon 271 98 0.5960.20 0.5960.20 0.9860.12
NT1 46 97 0.6760.45 0.5760.46 0.7360.29
NT2 89 95 0.1060.74 0.2861.29 2.9563.83
B tag state
B0 234 98 0.5060.22
B¯ 0 246 97 0.6160.22
J/c mode
J/c→e1e2 219 94 0.5460.22 0.5260.22 1.0060.15
J/c→m1m2 261 98 0.6060.21 0.6360.21 0.8760.11
Data sample
Run 1 310 95 0.3760.20 0.3760.20 1.1660.15
Run 2 170 98 0.8660.24 0.9660.26 0.6610.1220.11
Control samples
B0→D (*)2p1/r1/a11 7579 84 0.0060.04
B1→D¯ (*)0p1 6800 86 20.0260.04
B0→J/cK*0 (K*0→K1p2) 705 95 0.1260.12
B1→J/cK (*)1, c(2S)K1 2031 94 0.0760.07
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sin 2b between the two sets of fitted Dt resolution param-
eters ~e!.
An underlying assumption of the global fit is that dilu-
tions and dilution differences are the same for the Bflav and
BCP samples. We assign the full difference as seen in Monte
Carlo simulation as systematic error, 60.027 ~f!. Monte
Carlo studies of lepton-tagged J/cKL
0 events show that the
resolution for the missing transverse momentum is broad-
ened by the neutrino from the semileptonic B tag decays. This
leads to a small loss of efficiency but no significant bias in
the mistag rates relative to the Bflav sample. In addition, the
B6 data sample was used to study any possible dependence
of the dilutions on Dt . No significant effect was observed.
However, a dependence of the dilutions on sDt has been
seen, both in data and the Monte Carlo simulation ~see Sec.
VII B 4!. Finally, it is possible that tagging efficiencies could
be different for B0 and B¯ 0 mesons. A separate study of the
relative tagging efficiencies is described in Sec. VIII D, since
the relative efficiencies form an important part of the direct
CP violation search. The systematic error on sin 2b due to
this effect is estimated to be 60.003 ~g!.
2. Background properties
The fraction of background events in the hCP521
sample is estimated from fits to the mES distribution. Varying
this fraction within the stated errors and changing the signal
probability as a function of mES results in a systematic error
of 60.005 on sin 2b ~h!. The uncertainty on the fraction
of peaking background contributes a systematic error of
60.003 ~i!. Varying the effective sin 2b assumed for the
ARGUS ~A in Sec. VI B 1! and peaking ~dpeak in Sec. VI B 1!
backgrounds in the CP sample from 21 to 11 contributes a
systematic error of 60.015 ~j! and 60.004 ~k!, respectively.
In addition, the contributions due to the uncertainty of the Dt
FIG. 28. ~a! Distribution of Dt for tagged events in the full CP sample. The upper ~lower! panel is the sum of B0 (B¯ 0)-tagged events in
the hCP521 and J/cK*0 samples, combined with the B¯ 0 (B0)-tagged events in the J/cKL0 sample. Corresponding B0- ~lower panel! and
B¯ 0-tagged ~upper panel! distributions for the ~b! hCP521, ~c! J/cKL
0
, and ~d! J/cK*0 samples are also shown. In all cases, the data points
are overlaid with the result from the global unbinned likelihood fit, projected on the basis of the individual signal and background
probabilities, and event-by-event Dt resolutions, for candidates in the respective samples. Therefore, the curves correspond to sin 2b
50.59, rather than the fitted value obtained with the individual subsample. The probability-weighted Dt spectra of the background candidates
obtained from the fit are indicated by the shaded areas.
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resolution model ~60.002!, and the effective lifetime ~negli-
gible! of the CP background, have been evaluated ~l,m!.
For the B0→J/cKL0 channel, the signal and non-J/c
background fractions are varied within their statistical uncer-
tainties ~61s! as obtained with the fit to the DE distribution
of the sample. This contributes a systematic error of 60.075
to the B0→J/cKL0 sin 2b result and 60.01 to the final result
~n!. We also vary background parameters for the B0
→J/cKL0 sample, including the J/cX branching fractions
according to Table VI, the assumed hCP , the mistag rates
and efficiencies, the Dt resolution function, and DE shape
~o–r!. The total B0→J/cKL0 background systematic error,
summing these contributions in quadrature, is 60.09 for the
sin 2b fit to the B0→J/cKL0 sample alone and 60.013 for
the full sample.
For the B0→J/cK*0 (KS0p0) sample, the value of R’ as
well as the sample composition are varied ~s,t! according to
Table V.
The effect of the uncertainty on background component in
the Bflav sample on sin 2b has also been evaluated. The only
significant sources of uncertainty are the fraction of back-
ground that mixes ~v! and the signal probability distribution
as a function of mES ~u,w!.
3. External parameters
The residual uncertainty on the physical z scale ~x! and
the boost parameters of the Y(4S) center of mass ~y! con-
tribute systematic uncertainties. We fix the B0 lifetime to the
current world average values tB051.548 ps and Dmd
50.472 ps21 @11#. The errors on sin 2b due to uncertainties
in tB0 and Dmd are 60.009 and 60.013, respectively ~z–aa!.
4. Monte Carlo validation of measurement technique
The analysis method has been studied with a high-
statistics Monte Carlo sample. A fit result that is consistent
with the generated value for sin 2b was found. We assign a
60.012 systematic error due to the statistical limitation of
the Monte Carlo sample size ~bb!. Section VIII C 1 describes
this study in more detail.
C. Validation studies and cross checks
We have used data and Monte Carlo samples to perform
validation studies of the analysis technique. These tests in-
clude studies with parameterized Monte Carlo samples, full
GEANT3 @27# simulation samples, as well as data samples
where no CP asymmetry is expected.
1. Monte Carlo studies
The highest precision test of the fitting procedure was
performed with fast parametrized Monte Carlo simulation,
FIG. 29. ~a! Fitted value of sin 2b obtained in bins of Dt by
fixing all other parameters to the values obtained with the full CP
sample; raw asymmetry in the number of B0 and B¯ 0 tags in the
signal region, (NB02NB¯ 0)/(NB01NB¯ 0), with asymmetric binomial
errors, as a function of Dt for ~b! hCP521 and ~c! J/cKL
0
samples. The data points are overlaid with the separate fit results for
the two samples.
TABLE XVIII. Average mistag fractions wi and mistag differences Dwi5wi(B0)2c i(B¯ 0) extracted for
each tagging category i from the maximum-likelihood fit to the time distribution for the fully reconstructed
B0 sample (Bflav1BCP). The figure of merit for tagging is the effective tagging efficiency Qi5« i(1
22wi)2, where « i is the fraction of events with a reconstructed tag vertex that are assigned to the ith
category. « i is computed for the hCP561 samples as well as the combined BCP and Bflav samples. Uncer-
tainties are statistical only. The statistical error on sin 2b is proportional to 1/AQ , where Q5(Qi .
Category
hCP521
« @%#
hCP511
« @%#
Bflav1BCP
« @%# w @%# Dw @%# Q @%#
Lepton 11.061.2 10.463.0 10.960.3 9.061.4 0.962.2 7.460.5
Kaon 38.961.9 28.364.5 35.861.0 17.661.0 21.961.5 15.060.9
NT1 6.960.9 4.862.3 7.860.3 22.062.1 5.663.2 2.560.4
NT2 13.060.4 13.963.3 13.860.3 35.161.9 25.962.7 1.260.3
All 69.862.7 57.466.7 68.460.7 26.161.2
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where 1000 experiments were generated with sample sizes
corresponding to the observed Bflav and BCP events in data,
including mistag rates, Dt resolutions, and background frac-
tions and time dependence. The full fit is performed on each
of these experiments. The resulting pull distribution ~defined
as the difference between the fitted and generated value of a
parameter divided by the statistical error as obtained from
the likelihood fit! has a mean 20.02960.032 and standard
deviation 1.00760.022, consistent with no measurement
bias in either the value of sin 2b or its estimated error.
In addition, large samples of signal and background
Monte Carlo events generated with a GEANT3 @27# de-
tector simulation are used to validate the measurement.
For these tests, we obtained the resolution function param-
eters as well as the dilutions from a Monte Carlo sample of
Bflav events. Using these parameters, we fit for sin 2b in
TABLE XIX. Summary of contributions to the systematic error on sin 2b, Im l/ulu and ulu. Note that the last two measurements use only
the hCP521 sample.
Source
CP sample
hCP521 J/cKL
0 J/cK*0 Full Im l/ulu ulu
Signal properties
~a! Dt signal resolution model 60.009 60.01 60.07 60.009 60.003 60.003
~b! SVT alignment 60.027 60.027 60.027 60.027 60.027 60.012
~c! Dt for right or wrong tagged events 60.012 60.012 60.012 60.012 60.011 60.003
~d! Dt signal resolution outliers 60.002 60.018 60.03 60.002 60.003 60.002
~e! Dt signal resolution 60.003 60.003 60.003 60.003 60.003 60.009
~f! Signal dilutions for CP vs Bflav 60.027 60.027 60.027 60.027 60.027 60.011
~g! Tagging efficiencies 60.003 60.003 60.003 60.003 60.004 60.012
Background properties: hCP521
~h! Background fraction 60.006 — — 60.005 60.006 60.004
~i! CP bkgd peaking component 60.004 — — 60.003 60.005 60.001
~j! CP bkgd CP content ~ARGUS! 60.015 — — 60.015 60.015 60.001
~k! CP bkgd CP content ~Peak! 60.004 — — 60.004 60.004 60.001
~l! CP bkgd effective lifetime 0 — — 0 0 0
~m! CP bkgd resolution 60.002 — — 60.002 60.002 60.001
Background properties: J/cKL
0
~n! Background fraction — 60.075 — 60.01 — —
~o! DE distribution — 60.04 — 60.007 — —
~p! Effective CP of backgrounds — 60.020 — 60.001 — —
~q! Background composition — 60.014 — 60.002 — —
~r! Background Dt and dilution — 60.023 — 60.003 — —
Background properties: J/cK*0
~s! Sample composition — — 60.08 60.001 — —
~t! R’ — — 60.08 60.001 — —
Background properties: Bflav
~u! Background fraction 60.001 60.008 60.003 60.002 60.002 60.001
~v! Bflav bkgd mixing contrib. 60.001 60.002 60.001 60.002 60.001 0
~w! Bflav bkgd peaking component 0 60.001 60.001 0 0 0
External parameters
~x! z scale and boost 60.003 60.003 60.003 60.003 60.003 60.001
~y! Beam spot 60.002 60.002 60.002 60.002 60.002 60.006
~z! B0 lifetime 60.008 60.011 60.022 60.009 60.009 60.012
~aa! Dmd 60.015 60.012 60.082 60.013 60.015 60.001
Monte Carlo studies
~bb! Monte Carlo statistics 60.012 60.012 60.012 60.012 60.012 60.007
Total systematic error 60.05 60.10 60.16 60.05 60.05 60.02
Statistical error 60.15 60.34 61.01 60.14 60.15 60.09
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Monte Carlo samples of CP signal events that correspond in
number to the reconstructed data sample. These Monte Carlo
events are generated with various values of sin 2b ~0.1 to
0.9! and different CP-eigenstate modes, corresponding to
those used in the measurement with data. The mean and
spread of the pull distribution for these Monte Carlo samples
can be used to check for any measurement bias and to con-
firm the validity of the reported error. We find that the mean
pull is consistent with zero and the spread is consistent with
the reported error. A systematic error of 60.012 is assigned
to sin 2b due to the limited Monte Carlo statistics for this
test.
The effect of background has been evaluated by adding an
appropriate fraction of background events to our signal
Monte Carlo sample and performing the likelihood fit. The
background samples are obtained either from simulated B
→J/cX events or DE sidebands in data ~uDEu,120 MeV
but outside the signal region!. We find no significant bias for
sin 2b with the addition of either source of background.
2. Cross checks with tB0 and Dmd
Table XX shows results for sin 2b if Dmd and tB0 are
allowed to float in the combined fit to the CP and Bflav
samples. The fitted value of Dmd is somewhat larger than
that reported in Sec. VII. However, with no kaon veto ap-
plied to the tagging vertex, the correction for the bias intro-
duced by known correlations between mistag rates and the
Dt resolution is also larger. Taking this into account, the two
results are consistent within the independent statistical er-
rors. Likewise the lifetime is found to be consistent with our
recent measurement @17#. We have also performed fits with
Dmd and tB0 fixed to a series of values around the world
average in order to determine the dependence of sin 2b on
these two parameters, thereby finding that
sin 2b5F0.5920.35S Dmd0.472 ps2121 D
20.45S tB01.548 ps21 D G . ~44!
3. Asymmetries in data control samples
Control samples in data where the reconstructed B0 and
B1 meson decays to a flavor-eigenstate mode with a D (*) or
charmonium meson in the final state can be used to validate
the sin 2b measurement, since the asymmetry is expected to
be zero in this case. For these samples, the Dt resolution
function parameters and the dilutions are fixed to the values
obtained with the Bflav sample. The CP asymmetry and the
fraction of prompt background ~identical for each tagging
category, as is the case for the fit to the CP data sample! are
allowed to float. The measured asymmetries are all consis-
tent with zero, as shown in Table XVII. The observed Dt
distributions for the B0- and B¯ 0-tagged events in the Bflav
sample is shown in Fig. 30a, where good agreement is
clearly visible. Figure 30b demonstrates that there is no vis-
ible asymmetry as a function of Dt .
Control samples are also used to check the assumption
that the Dt resolution function, which is primarily deter-
FIG. 30. ~a! Distribution in Dt for B0- and B¯ 0-tagged samples
and ~b! observed asymmetry for events in the flavor-eigenstate B0
sample. The projections of the likelihood fit for the B0- and
B¯ 0-tagged samples are shown in ~a! as the overlapping solid lines.
FIG. 31. Comparison of the fitted Dt resolution obtained with
the data control samples B1→D (*)X and B1→cc¯X , showing the
fitted distribution for ~a! d t5Dt2Dt true and ~b! the normalized dif-
ference d t /sDt . The one sigma error envelope from the fit to the
B1→cc¯X sample ~shaded region!, overlaps the central value for
the five times larger B1→D (*)X sample ~dashed line!.
TABLE XX. Results when Dmd and ~or! tB0 are floated in the
sin 2b fit to the full CP sample and the hCP521 subsample alone.
Fit sin 2b Dmd ~ps21! tB0 ~ps!
All CP modes
Nominal fit 0.5960.14 0.472 1.548
Float Dmd 0.5560.13 0.53360.015 1.548
Float tB0 0.6060.14 0.472 1.5360.03
Float Dmd and tB0 0.5660.13 0.54260.016 1.5060.03
hCP521 modes
Nominal fit 0.5660.15 0.472 1.548
Float Dmd 0.5160.15 0.53160.015 1.548
Float tB0 0.5760.15 0.472 1.5360.03
Float Dmd and tB0 0.5260.15 0.54060.016 1.5060.03
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mined by the Bflav sample, can be applied to the charmonium
decay modes in the CP sample. Figure 31 graphically com-
pares the fitted Dt resolution function for the B1→D(*)X
control sample with that of the B1→cc¯X control sample. A
1s error envelope encompasses the fit to the B1→cc¯X
sample, which has five times fewer events. The level of
agreement is acceptable. The same comparison between the
B0→D(*)X and B0→cc¯X samples was inconclusive due to
the low statistics of the B0→cc¯X sample.
4. Time-integrated measurement of mistag rates
As described in Sec. I, a time-integrated technique can
also be used to measure the mistag fractions in data, thereby
providing a simple check of the likelihood fit method. The
statistical precision of the time-integrated measurement is
enhanced by restricting the sample to events in a single op-
timized Dt interval. Taking into account detector vertex reso-
lution, the optimal interval is found to be uDtu,2.5 ps.
Events with uDtu.2.5 ps have, on average, equal numbers of
mixed and unmixed events due to flavor oscillations, and
therefore contribute nothing to the determination of the
mistag rate. We refer to this time-integrated technique using
a single optimized Dt interval as the ‘‘single-bin’’ method
and apply it to both the Bflav sample described in Sec. III C 1
and the semileptonic B0 sample described in Sec. III E.
To correct for the presence of backgrounds, a term is
added to Eq. ~15! to account for the contribution of each
background source to the fraction of mixed events in the
sample:
xobs5 f sigxd1~122xd!w1(
b
f bxb , ~45!
where f sig and f b are the fraction of signal and background
source b, respectively, xb is the fraction of mixed events in
each background source, and xobs is the observed fraction of
mixed events. In this expression, xd must also be modified
to represent the integrated mixing probability for uDtu
,2.5 ps. Using the world-average values for Dmd and tB0
@11#, and taking into account the Dt resolution function
R(Dt), we find
xd85
1
2 F12E e2uDtu/t cos~DmdDt !
^ R~Dt !d~Dt !Y E e2uDtu/t ^ R~Dt !d~Dt !G
50.079, ~46!
where the integral is performed over the range uDtu,2.5 ps
and R(Dt) is modeled by a double-Gaussian distribution
with five parameters ~one fraction, two biases and two
widths! determined directly from data using the hadronic
sample. Solving Eq. ~45! for w, and using the calculated
value for xd8 , the mistag rates are obtained:
w5
xobs2 f sigxd82(b f bxb
f sig~122xd8!
. ~47!
TABLE XXI. Yields, efficiencies, mistag rates w, and tagging separation Q5e tag(122w)2 as measured
by the single-bin method in the hadronic Bflav event sample. A comparison of the mistag rates measured in the
same sample with the single-bin method, wsb , and the likelihood fit, w like ~Table XVIII!, are reported as the
differences D like5wsb2w like between the two extraction techniques, normalized to the uncorrelated statistical
and systematic errors.
Category Yield
Efficiency
@%#
Mistag rate w
@%#
Q
@%#
D like
@s#
Lepton 1128 11.060.3 9.561.560.6 7.2 20.8
Kaon 3687 35.860.5 17.861.060.7 14.8 20.4
NT1 819 7.960.3 22.062.260.9 2.5 10.0
NT2 1428 13.960.3 34.361.961.1 1.4 10.8
TABLE XXII. Yields, efficiencies, mistag rate w, and tagging separation Q5e tag(122w)2 as measured
by the single-bin method in the semileptonic B0 event sample. A comparison of the mistag rates measured
with the single-bin method are reported as the differences Dsample5wflav2wsl between the mistag rates in the
Bflav sample, wflav ~Table XXI!, and semileptonic B0 samples, wsl , normalized to the quadratic sum of
statistical and uncorrelated systematic errors.
Category Yield
Efficiency
@%#
Mistag rate w
@%#
Q
@%#
Dsample
@s#
Lepton 3046 11.960.4 8.760.961.4 8.1 10.4
Kaon 10270 36.261.9 19.560.761.2 13.5 21.1
NT1 2127 8.160.4 22.361.461.2 2.5 20.1
NT2 3967 13.560.9 36.061.261.3 1.1 20.7
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All tagged events in the Bflav sample with uDtu,2.5 ps are
used for a single-bin study. The combinatorial background
fraction in the signal sample is determined from a fit to the
mES distribution as described in Sec. VII. The signal region
is defined as events with mES.5.27 GeV/c2. The B1 peak-
ing background in this signal is estimated to be (1.3
60.8)%. The fraction of mixed events in the combinatorial
background is determined by tagging category with the side-
band control sample, 5.20,mES,5.27 GeV/c2, and the
mistag fraction associated with the B1 peaking background
has been measured directly in data. The number of tagged
events in each category is summarized in Table XXI.
A separate single-bin analysis is also performed with the
sample of B0→D*2l1n¯ events described in Sec. III E. We
use tagged events with uDtu,2.5 ps and evaluate the back-
grounds for events in this time interval. The backgrounds and
mixed-event fractions are evaluated separately for each tag-
ging category. Backgrounds are larger for the semileptonic
modes than for the hadronic modes and originate from a
variety of sources. In the case of the combinatorial back-
ground, the estimate is obtained from the m(D¯ 0p2)
2m(D¯ 0) sideband. For the continuum background, off-
resonance data is used after correction for the combinatorial
component. The mixed-event fraction for BB¯ background is
estimated with generic BB¯ Monte Carlo simulation. The
mistag fraction of the last background component, the decay
B1→D*Xl n¯ , has been determined with data. The estimates
of the contributions of the various backgrounds are described
in Sec. III E. The number of tagged events in each category
are summarized in Table XXII.
We use Eq. ~47! to obtain the mistag rates in each tagging
category shown in Table XXI for the Bflav sample and Table
XXII for the B0 semileptonic sample. The sources of system-
atic error on these results are summarized in Tables XXIII
and XXIV respectively.
Three sources of systematic uncertainties are common to
both the hadronic and semileptonic samples. The first is the
uncertainty due to the errors on the world-average values for
the B0 lifetime and Dmd values. The second is due to the Dt
resolution function, whose fit parameters in data are varied
within errors. The third common uncertainty is related to the
possibility that wrong tags have worse Dt resolution than
correct tags. This effect has been studied with Monte Carlo
simulation, where we observe a slightly larger rms width for
events with wrong-sign tags. From this study, scale factors
comparing the right and wrong-tag resolution functions have
been extracted and then applied to the resolution function for
wrong tags.
The systematic uncertainties unique to each sample are
due to the background components. These are estimated by
varying both the background fractions f b and the fraction of
mixed events associated with each background source, xb ,
by one standard deviation in their uncertainty.
For the semileptonic sample, the systematic error due to
backgrounds is the dominant source. The characterization of
these various backgrounds is described in Sec. III E. For the
combinatorial background fraction, a relative systematic
uncertainty of 20% is added in quadrature to the statistical
error to cover the range of results obtained with various
m(D¯ 0p2)2m(D¯ 0) fitting functions.
The systematic error due to the continuum background is
determined by varying both the background level and the
mixed fractions. The BB¯ background fraction uncertainty is
obtained by combining the statistical uncertainty and the sys-
tematic error given in Sec. III E. The systematic errors intro-
duced by uncertainties on the background from the decay
B1→D*Xl n¯ are obtained by varying the fraction described
in Sec. III E as well as the mistag fraction of B1 mesons
measured on data. Studies with Monte Carlo simulation have
been performed to verify that the mistag fractions are not
affected by the presence of the extra pions in the decay B1
→D*Xl n¯ . An additional uncertainty due to the statistical
precision of the Monte Carlo study has been added to the
charged B mistag fractions measured with data.
Table XXI shows the difference D like5wsb2w like between
the mistag rates measured with the single-bin method in the
Bflav sample, wsb , and the likelihood fit result, w like ~Table
XVIII!. The difference is reported in terms of the uncorre-
lated statistical and systematic errors for the two methods,
when applied to the same data sample. The component of
uncorrelated statistical error is estimated with a fast param-
etrized Monte Carlo simulation. It varies with category due
to different event yields. The differences Dsample5wflav2wsl
in the mistag rates measured with the single-bin method in
the Bflav sample, wflav , and in the semileptonic B0 sample,
wsl , are reported in Table XXII. The quadratic sum of the
statistical and uncorrelated systematic errors is used to esti-
mate the consistency of the measurements.
TABLE XXIII. Sources of systematic error for the mistag mea-
surement on the Bflav sample in the single-bin method.
Type Variation Lepton Kaon NT1 NT2
t(B0), Dmd 61s 0.005 0.004 0.003 0.002
Resolution see text 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001
Wrong-tag resolution see text 0.003 0.006 0.007 0.009
Combinatorial bkgd 61s 0.002 0.002 0.005 0.004
B6 peaking bkgd 61s 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000
Total 0.006 0.007 0.009 0.011
TABLE XXIV. Sources of systematic error for the mistag mea-
surement from the semileptonic B0 sample in the single-bin
method.
Type Variation Lepton Kaon NT1 NT2
t(B0), Dmd 61s 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.002
Resolution see text 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
Wrong-tag resolution see text 0.003 0.006 0.007 0.009
Combinatorial bkgd 61s 0.001 0.006 0.004 0.004
Continuum bkgd 61s 0.001 0.003 0.006 0.007
BB¯ bkgd 61s 0.011 0.005 0.005 0.004
B1→D*Xl n¯ bkgd 61s 0.003 0.004 0.002 0.001
Total 0.014 0.012 0.012 0.013
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5. Vertexing algorithm checks
In order to verify that the results are stable under variation
of the vertexing algorithm that is used for the measurement
of Dt , several less powerful alternatives to the default
method have been considered:
~1! Charmonium mass constraint for vertex fit: The mass
constraint on the charmonium daughter, used in the se-
lection of the events, is also applied in the determination
of the vertex.
~2! No KS
0 mass constraint: The mass constraint on the KS
0
candidate is not applied during the vertex reconstruction.
~3! No bremsstrahlung recovery: Only events without an as-
sociated bremsstrahlung photon for the J/c daughter
electrons are considered in the likelihood fit.
~4! Charmonium daughters only: The vertex of the fully re-
constructed B meson is reconstructed only with the
tracks from the charmonium daughter.
~5! No converted photon veto: Pairs of tracks from gamma
conversions are retained in the vertex fit.
~6! sDt requirement: Only events with sDt,1.4 ps are re-
tained, as is required in the mixing analysis.
~7! Boost approximation: The boost approximation @Eq.
~21!# is used to convert the Dz measurement into Dt .
~8! Kaon veto: The more restrictive requirement from the
mixing analysis that no kaons participate in the tagging
vertex is applied.
~9! No Y(4S) constraint: The algorithm described in Sec.
V A is simplified by dropping the Y(4S) momentum
constraint.
~10! Dilution dependence on sDt : Dilutions for the kaon
category are parametrized as a function of the error on
Dt .
A summary of the results obtained with these different
configurations for the Dt determination is provided in Fig.
32. In all cases the variation of the measured asymmetry is
consistent with the error assigned to the parametrization of
the resolution function.
6. JÕcKL0 background cross-checks
As a cross-check, a likelihood fit was performed to J/cKL
0
candidates in a DE sideband region (20,DE,80 MeV)
treated entirely as signal events. This sample is actually a
mixture of B decay modes with an expected average hCP of
10.04. The true value for sin 2b in the Monte Carlo simula-
tion is 0.7 and consequently the expected result from the
likelihood fit to the Dt distribution of the control sample is
0.03. The actual fits to sideband regions in data and Monte
Carlo simulation find sin 2b50.1660.18 and 20.0360.10
respectively, both of which are consistent with expectations.
As another cross-check, a sample of J/cKS
0 events was
selected in the data, where only the KS
0 direction information
was used, thereby emulating the KL
0 selection. The purity and
background composition of this control sample is very simi-
lar to that of the J/cKL
0 sample. However, in this case, the
subset of true J/cKS
0 events can be identified with the nor-
mal J/cKS
0 selection criteria. A fit to the DE distribution of
the full control sample finds (4963)% signal, which is in
good agreement with the fraction, 47%, observed for the
cleanly identified J/cKS
0 subset. Likewise, a likelihood fit to
the Dt distribution of the full control sample agrees well with
the value of sin 2b obtained with the true J/cKS
0 subsample.
7. Graphical display of the asymmetry
An elegant display of the CP asymmetry in the data can
be obtained with the use of the so-called Kin variable, here-
after denoted as K. It is also possible to verify directly the
fitted value for sin 2b from the ratio of appropriate weighted
averages for K. In particular, K has a PDF with an asymme-
try known to be linearly dependent with a slope given by
sin 2b regardless of the details of the analysis.
Writing the PDF F1(F2) for events with a B0 (B¯ 0) tag in
terms of the general functions F1(Dt) and F2(Dt)
F6~Dt !5F1~Dt !6sin 2b F2~Dt ! ~48!
FIG. 32. Results obtained with several alternative variations on
the vertexing algorithm that impact the Dt measurement. The
shaded band is the systematic error assigned to the parametrization
of the resolution function. The full range corresponds to one statis-
tical standard deviation.
FIG. 33. Observed asymmetry A~K! as a function of uKu, with
an overlay of the expected linear dependence superimposed.
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allows us to introduce
K~Dt !56F2~Dt !/F1~Dt !, ~49!
where 1 applies to events with a B0 tag and 2 with a B¯ 0 tag.
Ignoring resolution effects, dilutions and background, the
standard model expectation for the Dt distribution of tagged
B0 decays into CP modes @Eq. ~10!# gives K(Dt)
52hCP sin DmdDt. When these effects are included, we can
still write
F6~Dt !5F1~Dt !11K~Dt !sin 2b, ~50!
although K will be a more complicated function of Dt and
could depend on kinematic variables as well.
The distribution of events as a function of K is
dN
dK 5E dDtFF1dS K2 F2F1D1F2dS K1 F2F1D G
5~11K sin 2b!E dDt
3F1FdS K2 F2F1D1dS K1 F2F1D G
5~11K sin 2b!C~K!, ~51!
where C~K! is an even function of K. It follows that the ratio
of the odd to the even part of the distribution for K is a linear
function of K with coefficient sin 2b. Thus the distribution of
K can be used to test for the effect of an CP violation simply
by examining the dependence of the asymmetry
A~K!5 dNK.0 /dK2dNK,0 /dKdNK.0 /dK1dNK,0 /dK . ~52!
The observed asymmetry for the CP sample is shown in Fig.
33 as a function of K, along with an overlay of the expected
linear dependence. The data agree with this hypothesis at the
55% C.L.
From the expression in Eq. ~51! we find
sin 2b5
( iKi
( iKi2
6
1
A( iKi2
A12~sin 2b!2 ( iKi4
( iKi2
. ~53!
In averaging K the even component of the C~K! cancels out,
while the odd component cancels in averaging K2. This of-
fers a method of measuring sin 2b that is mathematically
equivalent to the result with the global likelihood fit. How-
ever, it can only be applied when sin 2b is the one remaining
free parameter. The moments of K for the full CP sample
give results that are numerically identical to the likelihood
fit, thereby confirming the minimization procedure used for
the fit.
The fact that the mean value of K is proportional to sin 2b
also allows a visual representation of the CP asymmetry.
Figure 34 shows the distribution of K in data, with events in
the individual tagging categories indicated as well. The
larger the value of K for a given event, the larger the weight
that this event carries in the measurement of sin 2b. Again,
the CP asymmetry in the data is clearly evident in the distri-
bution of K.
D. Fits results without assuming zlz˜1
A more general description of the time evolution of neu-
tral B decays to CP eigenstates contains a term proportional
to cos DmdDt @Eq. ~8!#. The coefficient of the cosine term is
expected to be negligible in the standard model, where ulu
51. In order to search for a non-standard model effect, we fit
the hCP521 sample for ulu and Im l/ulu. The latter is equal
to sin 2b if ulu51. The hCP521 sample has the advantage
of having very little background, while the other CP modes
have backgrounds that are both significantly larger and domi-
nated by other B decay modes with possible direct CP con-
tributions.
The fitted values for ulu and Im l/ulu with the CP521
sample and various subsamples are listed in Table XVII. The
two CP parameters are almost uncorrelated, with the coeffi-
cient between Im l/ulu and ulu of 21.7%. The same system-
atic error studies as described in detail in Sec. VIII B were
repeated for the fit to the hCP521 sample for Im l/ulu and
ulu. The estimated uncertainties from these sources are listed
in Table XIX.
We have also performed detailed cross-checks, similar to
those described in Sec. VIII C. In particular, large samples
of parametrized simulation, as well as full Monte Carlo
samples, have been used to verify the fitting procedure. The
Bflav sample has also been used to demonstrate that no bias is
introduced in the measurement. The relative normalization of
the tagged events in the two flavors is in fact sensitive to the
coefficient of the cosine term in Eq. ~8!, and therefore ulu.
The systematic error introduced by the uncertainty on the
parameters ^e tag& i and m i listed in Table X are uncorrelated
between tagging categories. Therefore, they are added in
quadrature to obtain the systematic error contribution listed
in Table XIX~g!.
The final result of the fit with the hCP521 sample is
ulu50.9360.0960.02,
Im l/ulu50.5660.1560.05. ~54!
Thus, we find no evidence for direct CP violation in the
FIG. 34. Distribution of the observable K for the individual
tagging categories.
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hCP521 sample and the value of Im l/ulu is consistent with
the result from the nominal CP fit with ulu51.
IX. CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS
In 29.7 fb21 of e1e2 annihilation data collected near the
Y(4S) resonance, we have obtained a new measurement of
the time-dependent B0-B¯ 0 oscillation frequency with a
sample of 6350 tagged flavor-eigenstate B0 meson decays
that are fully reconstructed in hadronic final states:
Dmd50.51660.016~stat!60.010~syst! ps21.
This result is at a level of precision comparable to the most
recent world average for Dmd and lies about 1.7s above the
combined value of 0.47260.017 ps21 @11#. It is also quite
compatible with our own recent measurement @28# with a
dilepton sample. The Dmd study reported here confirms our
understanding of B reconstruction, flavor tagging, and Dt
resolution in our data sample. Our measurement contributes
significantly to the precision of the determined value for
Dmd , one of the fundamental parameters constraining our
knowledge of the CKM matrix, and remains dominated by
statistical errors that will improve with more data.
We have presented a measurement of the CP-violating
asymmetry parameter sin 2b in the neutral B meson system:
sin 2b50.5960.14~stat!60.05~syst!, ~55!
which establishes CP violation in the B0 system at the 4.1s
level. This significance is computed from the sum in quadra-
ture of the statistical and additive systematic errors. The
probability of obtaining the observed value or higher in the
absence of CP violation is less than 331025. The corre-
sponding probability for the hCP521 sample alone is 2
31024. Our measurement is consistent at the 1.9s level
with the recently reported result from Belle of sin 2b50.99
60.14(stat)60.06(syst) @29#, and with previous measure-
ments @30–33#. The observed value for sin 2b is currently
limited by the size of the CP sample, allowing for substantial
improvement as more data are recorded in the next few
years.
We have also used the hCP521 sample to search for
possible direct CP violation through interference of decay
amplitudes. The direct CP parameter l is found to be
ulu50.9360.09~stat!60.02~syst!.
This result is consistent with the standard model expectation,
where ulu51 and no significant direct CP violation should
exist in charmonium decays.
As already noted in Sec. I, measurements of CP asymme-
tries in B decays to charmonium can be used to constrain,
with little theoretical ambiguity, the parameters of the CKM
matrix. In the standard model with three families, the CKM
matrix V @3# incorporates three real parameters and one
phase d generating CP violation if dÞ0 or p. The Wolfen-
stein parametrization @14# of V takes advantage of the ob-
served hierarchy in the matrix elements in terms of the ex-
pansion parameter lCKM5uVusu. The remaining parameters
in this representation are denoted A, r, and h, where CP
violation requires hÞ0.
The parameter lCKM is determined from semileptonic
kaon decays and nuclear b decays. Semileptonic B meson
decays to charm are used to determine the parameter A. Con-
straints on r and h are obtained from CP violation in mixing
in the kaon sector ueKu, the ratio uVub /Vcbu, and the oscilla-
tion frequency Dmd for B0-B¯ 0 mixing. The oscillation fre-
quency Dms has not been measured, since BS
02B¯ S
0 mixing
has not been observed yet. However, the observed amplitude
spectrum A(Dms) improves the constraints on r and h. To-
gether, these measurements provide indirect constraints on
sin 2b.
Our overall knowledge of the CKM parameters is limited
by the relatively large uncertainties in some of the theoretical
quantities, mainly due to nonperturbative QCD effects. In
particular, the constraints on r and h suffer from theoretical
and systematic uncertainties in the determination of
uVub /Vcbu and from theoretical uncertainties in QCD param-
eters entering the prediction of ueKu, Dmd , and Dms . Recent
analyses constraining the CKM matrix have been performed
with different statistical approaches @34–40#. They mainly
differ in the treatment of theoretical uncertainties and also in
the choice of the input values and their errors.
Due to the fourfold ambiguity in the value of b obtained
from the sin 2b measurement, there are four allowed regions
in the r-h plane. One of these regions is found to be in
agreement with the allowed r-h region obtained from CKM
FIG. 35. Present indirect constraints on the position of the apex
of the unitarity triangle in the ( r¯ ,h¯) plane, not including our mea-
surement of sin 2b. The fitting procedure is described in Ref. @34#.
Our result sin 2b50.5960.14(stat)60.05(syst) is represented by
diagonally hatched regions, corresponding to one and two statistical
standard deviations. The individual indirect constraints lie between
the pairs of solid lines that are connected by the double-ended ar-
rows with labels.
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fits within the standard model. Figure 35, taken from Ref.
@34#, shows our direct measurement and the indirect con-
straints in the r¯2h¯ plane in terms of the renormalized
parameters r¯5r(12lCKM2 /2) and h¯5h(12lCKM2 /2).
The contributions of the individual measurements ueKu,
uVub /Vcbu, Dmd , and Dms @34# are indicated, as well as the
allowed region if all the constraints are considered simulta-
neously. Overlaid as the diagonally-hatched area are the re-
gions corresponding to one and two times the one-standard-
deviation experimental uncertainty on our sin 2b measure-
ment.
It should be emphasized that, beyond being a direct con-
straint on b, the measurement of sin 2b differs qualitatively
in its interpretation from the indirect constraints on b ob-
tained from ueKu, uVub /Vcbu, Dmd , and eventually Dms . For
sin 2b, the size of the allowed domain is determined by well-
defined experimental uncertainties that are predominantly
statistical in origin, while in contrast the region allowed by
the indirect measurements is mostly defined by theoretical
uncertainties, which makes a statistical interpretation diffi-
cult.
The current experimental uncertainty on sin 2b has now
reached a level of precision that offers significant constraint
on the standard model. Over the next few years there will
continue to be substantial improvements in precision of the
sin 2b determination, including measurements for other final
states in which CP-violating asymmetries are proportional to
sin 2b. Beyond this, studies of time-dependent asymmetries
in modes involving b→u transitions have already begun @41#
and may provide additional constraints, although here the
interpretation in terms of sin 2a from the unitarity triangle is
likely to be made difficult due to significant penguin contri-
butions. Nevertheless, these measurements will be able to
directly test the validity of the CKM picture as the origin for
the observed CP violation in neutral B decays.
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